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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

NOVEL DESIGN OF FUNCTIONALIZED CARBON NANOTUBE
ELECTRODES AND MEMBRANES FOR FUEL CELLS AND ENERGY
STORAGE

A novel electrochemical method to generate nm-scale bubbles at the tips of
CNTs can temporarily block the membrane. A 92% blocking efficiency is achieved
when the bubbles are stabilized in 30-60 nm diameter „wells‟ at the tips of CNTs.
This well is formed by the electrochemical oxidation of the conductive CNTs
partially into the polymer matrix of the membrane. Meanwhile, the nanoscale
bubbles can be removed with 0.004 atm pressure to recover the transport through the
CNT membrane. The CNT membrane with nanoscale bubble valve system was used
to demonstrate electrochemical energy storage.
Uniform ultrathin Pt films were electrodeposited onto an aligned array of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for high-area chemically stable methanol fuel cell anodes.
Electrochemical treatment of the graphitic CNT surfaces by diazonium benzoic acid
allowed for uniform Pt electroplating. The mass activity of the Pt thin film can reach
400 A/g at a scan rate of 20 mV/s and in a solution of 1 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4. A
novel programmed pulse potential at 0 V was also seen to nearly eliminate the
effects of carbon monoxide poisoning on catalyst Pt. Furthermore, the Pt monolayer
was deposited on buckypaper by replacing the precursor Cu monolayer coated on
CNTs by the underpotential deposition. The electrochemical surface modification of
graphite CNTs by fluorinated benzoic acid was critical to coordinate Cu ions for
monolayer formation. The mass activity of the monolayer can be improved to the
record value of 2711 A/g. This is about 13 times higher than that of the ~10 nm thick
Pt film coated on MWCNTs. Besides the high mass activity, the Pt monolayer coated
on buckypaper can be used as catalyst for fuel cells with several advantages such as
low cost, high surface area, flexibility, mechanical robustness and enhanced pressure
flow.

Finally, a new strategy has been developed toward electrochemical water
oxidation with Ir complexes catalyst, which was grafted on buckypaper by direct
binding to enhance catalyst activity. The TOF (turn over frequency) of the Ir catalyst
for water splitting was 7.9 s-1 at the constant potential of 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl.
KEYWORDS: Pt, monolayer, fuel cell, CNT membrane, energy storage
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Historical development and future of renewable energy
Due to the limited reserves of fossil fuels, the increasing demand of human
society for energy and the environmental protection, renewable energy has been
considered as the solution for the challenge of human society on growing energy
demand.[1, 2] It is well known that the fossil fuels take million years to form and thus have
limited reserves. However, their consumption rate is much faster than their generation
rate in the age of industry, which started after industry revolution at late 18th century.[3]
During the 20st century the global energy demand increases 3% annually, due to the rapid
growth of global population and economy.[4] As shown in figure 1.1 (a),(b), in last three
centuries, the global population and GDP are growing at a much faster rate than before.[5]
As a result, the global energy demand in 2000 is more than 10 times of that in 1920.[6, 7]
The global energy demand will continue to increase in the future.[3, 8, 9] The history and
tendency of global energy demand from 1920 to 2050 is shown in figure 1.2.[10] The
major oil companies claimed that there were enough fossil oil reserves for decades.[11, 12]
What can humans do after such reserves are depleted? In addition, to sustain a decent life
for a fast growing population, extra fossil resources are required to secure sufficient food
and organic raw materials. It is a definite myopia for human beings to obtain „cheap
energy‟ just by burning the limited fossil fuel. This will be disastrous to the human
society after the reserves of fossil fuels are depleted after decades without any substitutes
or alternatives. Thus the technologies on renewable energy have attracted intensive
research attention since several decades ago, especially after energy crisis in 1970s. [1, 2, 1317]

Furthermore the environmental problems like „global warming‟ request human beings
1

to replace fossil fuels with renewable energy to limit the total emission of greenhouse gas
such as CO2.[18, 19] From 1880 to 2000, the global land-ocean average temperature has
already increased by 0.8 °C and will continue to increase at a very rapid rate.[20] This is
mainly due to human activities on deforestation and fossil fuels burned for energy, which
will generate more and more CO2 in air. As shown in figure1.3, the total global emission
of greenhouse gas CO2 increases faster and faster in last three centuries.[21] The global
warming can result in various environmental and climate problems like an increase of the
sea level, more extreme weather events and change of water distribution. These will bring
significant impact on the global economy, agriculture and wild species.[22] For example,
if the sea level increased, the prosperous metropolises like New York, Los Angeles,
Tokyo Shanghai etc. around the coast of world would have seriously flooding. Extreme
weather conditions will dramatically reduce the agricultural harvest and significantly
increase foods‟ cost. The wild species will be extinct and the desert will expand due to
the rapid change of water distribution. Meanwhile burning the fossil resource to get
energy can also cause serious atmospheric and water pollutions. For example, chemicals
like sulfur oxide, nitride oxide generated during burning the fossil resource to get energy
can cause acid rain.[23] It will lead to the damage of plants, decay of statues, sculptures
and building, and harm to human health.
Due to the above-mentioned reasons, the research on renewable energy has been
significantly promoted and attracted much more attention than ever before. For instance,
the wind power, one type of clean renewable energy resources, grows at ~30% annually
in the past five years.[24-26] As shown in figure 1.3, 19% of global final energy
consumption is from renewable energy in 2008.[27] However, 68% of renewable energy is
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from traditional biomass, most of which has relative lower efficiency of energy
conversion and also emits lots of greenhouse gas during burning them. The new clean
renewable

energy

with

relative

high

efficiency

on

the

conversion

like

solar/wind/biomass/geothermal/hydro power generation only accounts for 32% of the
renewable energy. Therefore, much more improvement needs to be done for expanding
the applications of clean renewable energy like solar energy/wind energy/biomass and
hydro power generation. Only by doing so, the renewable energy can finally replace the
fossil fuel energy in the future when the limited fossil fuel reserve runs out or human
beings need to reduce total emission of CO2. Boosted by the fast advancing technologies
and its strong demand, the global market of renewable energy for electricity grow at
20~30% per year recently and it is predicted to supply 60% of the demand on electricity
by 2050.[28-31]
Referred to science and engineering for renewable energy, improving the
technologies for conversion and storage of renewable energy is highly demanded. The
development of the human society and environmental protection requests clean and cheap
energy. However, the instability and low reliability of clean renewable energy like wind
power and solar energy limit its practical applications.[32-37] For example, the solar energy
from 1h sunshine to earth is enough for the whole energy consumed by human in the
entire year. However the distribution of solar energy is varied by day of year, latitude,
orientation and intermittency of day/night cycles etc. [38] This is similar to the wind power.
It is well known that the energy for industry and other application require a stable and
convenient supply. Thus cheap and convenient energy conversion and storage for the
solar energy, which can convert the daytime solar energy to a continuous stable
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electricity supply for industry, is obviously important for large scale application. Due to
the reasons above, technologies related to renewable energy conversion and storage are
of critical importance. The research focus of this dissertation is on applying carbon
nanotube (CNT) membranes and CNT array coated with catalysts for energy storage and
conversion. CNTs have unique physical properties of fast mass transport, chemical
inertness, high electrical conductivity, and chemical surface modification that make them
unique platforms for electrochemical energy conversion.
1.2 CNTs membrane for energy storage
1.2.1 Simulations about mass transport in CNT membrane
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are allotropes of carbon with the interesting
nanostructure which has a high length over diameter ratio. Due to their novel properties
of extraordinary strength, unique electrical properties, efficient heat conductivity, there is
extensive research focused on them. Another interesting property of CNTs is the
atomically smooth and hydrophobic interface of the nanotubes. Scientists are very
interested in the mass transport like gas, DNA, water, etc. in this type of nanotube.
Therefore, a series of the related simulation with the corresponding experiments have
been done [39-44].
From the simulation of mass transport through the CNTs, it was shown that light
gases (H2,CH4) could transport orders of magnitude faster through CNTs than other
traditional pores like zeolite pores.[45] The predicted flux rate of methane transport
through the CNTs and zeolite under 1.38 bar of pressure difference is shown in Figure
1.5. According to the simulations of Newsome et al. and Verweij et al., other gases like
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Ar, N2 and CO2 were also transported very quickly in CNT.[46, 47] The fast gas transport in
CNTs is mainly due to the frictionless surface of CNT, which is highly rigid graphene
plane with non-polar carbon network. Because of the fast transport of gas in CNTs, the
surface resistance for gas to enter and leave nanotubes is more important for the whole
process of gas transport through CNTs than through traditional pores like zeolite. The
related simulation indicated that surface resistance for gas molecules to enter and leave
the tubes was much smaller for long tubes (5~10 µm) than short ones.[46] For other
factors that influence the transport rate of gas transport through CNTs, Lee et al.
performed the simulation on the flux rate of gas through the different types of single wall
carbon nanotubes. They found that the transport rate of CH4 through the single wall
carbon nanotube depended on the diameter of the CNT but not on the helical symmetry
of the CNT. The movement of the molecules in CNT was a bouncing motion.[48]
Meanwhile the transport rates of gas through rigid and flexible CNT under pressure of 1
bar were found to be similar in the simulation of Chen et al..[49] All of these simulations
concluded that transport rates of gases through the CNTs were much faster comparing
with those through the conventional nanopores. The result of these simulations about
enhancement of gas transport CNTs has been confirmed by the corresponding
experimental result. In these experiments, the gas transport rate in CNTs is much faster
than that predicted by classic Knudsen diffusion model for gas transport in traditional
material pores.[47, 50] Even the simulation of long chain polymer molecule through the
CNT demonstrated that the transport rate of the molecule in CNT is a few magnitude
orders larger than that in zeolite pore.[51] Not only have the simulations about the gas
transport through the CNTs been done,[46, 52, 53] but also the simulations about liquids like
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water transport CNTs have been done.[39,

54]

Hummer et al. demonstrated that the

transport of water in CNTs was a pulse-like transmission through the nanotube due to the
tight hydrogen-bonding network inside the tube. From the simulation results shown in
Figure 1.6, the rigid nonpolar structure of carbon nanotube could reduce the attraction
between the tube wall and water to minute levels. This would result in the sharp, twostate transitions between empty and filled states on a nanosecond scale. Water would slip
in the CNTs, which was much faster than the traditional transport of water in nanochannels.[39] The velocity of water flow in a single wall nanotube was about 90 cm/s.[40]
Another simulation confirmed that the fluid flow in a carbon nanotube under pressure
could get a large slip length when the pressure was applied along the axis of the
nanotube.[44] The slip velocity of fluid in a carbon nanotube with the diameter of 1.2 nm
could reach 120 m/s. Therefore, from the simulations, the mass transport of water and
light gases through CNTs can be enhanced due to CNTs‟ atomically smooth and
hydrophobic interface.
1.2.2 The advantages of the CNT membrane
The best physical system to test whether there are enhanced fluid flow effects in
CNTs is the membrane geometry. In this geometry a large number of CNTs can pass
across an impermeable structure allowing macroscopically measurable quantities of
analyte to pass only through the cores of CNTs. The first report of CNT membranes was
published by Hinds‟ group.[55] Chopra et al. used polystyrene to fill up the gap between
the aligned CNTs, and then plasma etching to open the tip of CNTs to form the
membrane.[40, 55] The aligned CNTs and schematic structure of CNT membrane is
shown in figure 1.7. The CNT membranes show dramatically (>10,000 Xs) enhanced
6

fluid flow/mass transport.[40] This is mainly due to the atomically smooth and
hydrophobic interior surface of CNTs as predicted by theory.
Holt et al. later independently confirmed the pressure-driven transport of water
through the sub-2nm CNTs was enhanced. The transport rate is about 3 magnitude orders
faster than that of no-slip hydrodynamic flow.[42] Whitby et al. reported that the flow of
water through carbon nanopipes with a diameter of 43nm is about the 34 times theoretical
prediction.[56] Meanwhile Kim et al. reported a fast and simple method to fabricate the
CNT membrane with the combination of self-assembling and filtration.[50] Then a
significant improvement in fabrication of CNT membrane was achieved by Hinds‟ group
again. The schematic process about the new facile way for membrane fabrication with
micro cutting is shown in figure1.8. To describe it briefly, aligned CNTs were prepared
via a chemical vapor deposition (CVD).[57] Next, epoxy resin and hardener were
thoroughly mixed, which was employed to fabricate epoxy/CNTs composite using a
casting method. As-prepared CNTs-Epoxy composite was then appropriately cured
before being cut into CNTs membranes using a microtome equipped with a glass blade.
Finally, the residual epoxy on the tips of CNTs was removed by H2O plasma oxidation.
Thousands of CNT membranes could be fabricated per day by this new method, the size
of membrane is on the order of 0.1 cm2, thus requiring significant advances in scale-up
process.[58] Furthermore, with advancement of CNT membrane fabrication methods, a
series of the reports about their applications in drug delivery, water desalination and bio
separation have been published.[58-63]
The extensive research has been done based on CNT membranes are due to their
unique and fantastic properties for great potential in application. In summary, there are
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three major advantages of the CNT membranes. 1) Atomically smooth interface of CNT
enhance fluid flow through the membrane by 3-4 orders of magnitude. 2) The CNTs in
the membrane are conductive. The CNT membranes can be used as an electrode for
electrochemical reactions and pore entrances of the CNTs can be electrochemical
modified for selective transport. 3) The process of cutting CNTs means that chemistry
can be precisely placed at the entrance to pores. For example, the pores of CNT
membrane were modified with charged groups, which can be gatekeepers for the
transport of ion through the membrane.[58, 64] By having only a monolayer of gatekeeper
chemistry and mass enhanced transport, the CNT membranes offer an opportunity to
solve the long-standing trade-off between selectivity and flow rate.
1.2.3 The CNT membrane for chemical energy conversion and storage
The three unique features of CNT membrane mentioned above can be applied to
develop broad new applications from drug delivery to bio separations.[58, 60, 63] For this
dissertation work, a novel device design is to use the membrane as an active element in
electrochemical storage system. Briefly a low-energy chemical can be electrochemically
converted to a high energy chemical at the storage side of the membrane. The reservoir
side of the membrane can be closed by an active gatekeeper or bubble generation for
long-term energy storage. Finally the flow can be reversed and the electrochemical
energy recovered. There are two fundamental questions to address in this dissertation to
realize such a devise. 1) Can a reversible blockage scheme be developed to stop diffusion
of high energy chemicals across the membrane while the energy is stored for long periods
of time? In particular, can stable bubbles be formed at CNT entrances and thus block the
transport through the CNT membrane? 2) Can the CNTs be modified with catalyst to
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electrochemically convert chemicals from low energy state to high energy state at a high
catalytic activity? With demonstration of the concepts and qualified modeling, the
efficiency of the device can be further improved. This dissertation of energy storage will
focus on issues relating to the fundamental questions.
1.2.4 The observations and applications of nanoscale bubbles
For the first question, an effective valve to turn off the CNT membrane during
energy storage time needs to be developed. As mentioned before, the mass transport
through CNTs is much faster than that through conventional material pores. The gate
keeper at entrance of CNTs can let the CNT membrane reach the goal of ideal membrane
for separation, which has fast transport with high selectivity.[65] The carboxyl functional
groups on CNT entrances have been generated during the fabrication process of the CNT
membrane. Thus the molecular gate keepers such as straight chain alkanes, anionically
charged dye molecules and aliphatic amine elongated by polypeptide spacers have been
grafted on CNTs with EDC coupling.

[58, 65-67]

However, the molecular gate keepers,

which have been developed for CNTs membrane, can not completely turn on/off CNTs
membrane.[58, 64] However bubbles at entrances to CNT pores can be used as a nearly
ideal valve to completely turn on or off the transport through channels, without any solid
mechanical moving part. This will reduce the complexity in fabrication and integration of
the whole system for storage and pump. Thus, there is extensive research focused on the
application and observation of microscale bubbles and nanoscale bubbles.[68-73] Micronscale bubbles have been used as valves for micropumps in microchannels.[68] These
bubbles were generated by several methods such as water electrolysis, thermal vapor
generation, chemical reactions and inert gas injection. The most controllable and energy
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efficient method is water electrolysis. By water electrolysis, the H2 and O2 microscale
bubbles can be continually generated. The power efficiency of water electrolysis for
micropump is 10 to 100 times higher than that of thermal methods. For the nanoscale
bubbles, according to the Laplace equation Pv-Pl=2μπrδ/πr2=2δ/r, they are hard to
maintain stable due to the high pressure inside them ( 140 atm for nanoscale bubbles in
diameter of 20 nm).[70] However, nanoscale bubbles have been observed with unexpected
stability on hydrophobic surface due to small contact angle.[71-75] It is found that the
average pressure in the flat nanoscale bubbles (large radius of curvature) is only about 1
atm.[75, 76] This is the reason for long term stability of nanoscale bubbles. Furthermore
nanoscale bubbles are prone to form inside of the nanochannels.[76] The formation and
growth of hydrogen nanoscale bubble can be controlled by electrochemical method.[77]
Meanwhile these nanscale bubble can be used to tune the nanofluid.[78] Thus nanoscale
bubbles formed on entrances of CNTs in the membrane can be used as the controllable
valve for the membrane. Due to the good conductivity of CNTs, these bubbles can be
generated on CNTs membrane by electrochemical method.[40,

42, 55, 58]

Therefore, we

hypothesize that the CNTs membranes with nanoscale bubbles as valve are excellent
candidates for energy storage.
1.2.5 The membranes for electrochemical energy storage
Electrochemical energy storage offers a promising and convenient strategy for
smart grid of renewable energy. It can build a direct conversion between the electrical
and chemical energy.[32-34] Many kinds of the electrochemical energy storage platforms
have been developed including lead-acid battery, nickel-cadmium battery, sodium-sulfur
battery, redox flow battery, lithium ion battery, etc..[79, 80] The batteries are the efficient
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electrochemical energy storage.[80-82] They can be applied in the energy storage system
for solar energy, emergence power supply and even the electric vehicles. The
membranes/separators are the critical parts for batteries for converting the chemical
energy to electrical energy. For example, for the redox flow battery, they should prevent
the transport of active chemicals but allow the transport of charge carriers.[83] Extensive
research works have focused on modification of the membrane by preventing the cross
contamination/reaction of chemicals in two sides of the membrane for redox flow
battery.[84-89] For the rechargeable flow battery, the membranes/separators usually allow
the reactive ions to transport through them during the charging process. After the charge
process, the membrane should block the transport of reactive chemicals as redox flow
battery.[90,

91]

The schematic process of the whole system for the rechargeable

electrochemical flow battery is shown in figure 1.9. During the charging process, the
active chemical anion Cl- was electrochemical oxidized to Cl2, which was transported to
reservoir for storage. After the battery is fully charged, the active chemical was stored in
the reservoir with the valve close. For discharging the battery, the valve was open and
the active chemical was transported into reactive area to generated the electrical power.[92]
It was reported that the CNT membrane could be an exciting platform for energy
storage since the mass transport through CNT cores is a thousand fold faster than pores of
conventional materials, which can enhance charge/discharge rate for the energy
sotrage.[58, 60] The CNT membrane with nanoscale bubbles as valves can be used as a
smart membrane for controlling the transport (on/off) through the membrane. Meanwhile
graphite is highly conductive and stable and CNT surfaces can be functionalized with
catalyst metals or complexes for a low overpotential.[40, 42, 47, 55, 93] The conductivity of
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CNTs can also allow high current efficiency across the membrane. Owing to all the
properties mentioned above, the pretreated CNT membrane has potentials to be an ideal
membrane for the electrochemical energy storage.
Finally for the second question whether the CNTs modified with catalyst can
electrochemically convert chemicals from low energy state to high energy state at a high
efficiency and mass activity, Pt catalyst and Ir complex were chosen to be
electrochemically deposited onto CNTs. Pt catalyst is critical for methanol fuel cells,[94-96]
and Ir complex is an important catalyst for the water splitting,[97, 98] which is the critical
process for the storage of solar energy. Pt is a very active catalyst due to non-corroding
surface but ability to coordinative bonds for electron transfer. However it is very
expensive metal, needed is a method to form just one monolayer of catalyst on a high
area stable conductor.
1.3 Catalytic conversion for fuel cell
1.3.1 The methanol fuel cell
With increasing energy demand and significant bio-mass conversion to methanol,
there are extensive research works on methanol fuel cells.[94-96, 99-101] There are two kinds
of methanol fuel cell: direct methanol fuel cell and indirect methanol fuel cell. The direct
methanol fuel cell was firstly invented by Dr Prakash and Dr Olah in the early 1990s,
which could directly convert the methanol into electricity.[102, 103] The schematic structure
and related reaction of the direct methanol fuel cell is shown in Figure 1.10 (a). The
methanol with water is fed into the anode electrode and methanol is oxidized there to
generate the CO2, protons and electrons. The protons can be transported through the
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membrane (usually Nafion film), which is selectively transport the protons and block
transport of the electrons, to the cathode electrode. Then the protons combine with the
oxygen and electrons on the cathode electrode surface to form the water. The common
operating temperature of direct methanol fuel cell is in range from 50 °C to 120 °C.[104, 105]
The methanol is liquid from 97 °C to 65 °C. So when the methanol fuel cell is operated in
high temperature, it is usually with high pressure. The efficiency of direct methanol fuel
cell is relative higher in high temperature and pressure.[106, 107] The only waste the direct
methanol fuel cell is water and carbon dioxide. Therefore, the methanol fuel cell is
friendly to the environment with consuming methanol which is renewable. The
advantages of direct methanol fuel are following. First of all, the methanol is liquid at
room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Thus it is much more convenient for
transport and storage of fuel than that for hydrogen fuel cell. The energy density of
methanol fuel cell is one magnitude order higher than those of the compressed hydrogen
fuel cell and lithium ion battery.

[106, 108]

Therefore the methanol fuel cell with same

weight has more power and can support longer time power supply for civil applications
like mobile phone, laptop or digital camera or for military applications like portable
power supply for soldiers.[109] Furthermore, one more advantage of methanol fuel cell
over the rechargeable battery is the methanol fuel cell can be refilled immediately for
continual power supply.[110]
The main challenges for large scale application of methanol fuel cells now are
methanol crossover, relatively low power density and slow reaction kinetics of methanol
electrochemical oxidation.[106, 111-113] For the methanol crossover, high concentration of
methanol can result in high energy density of methanol fuel cell. However, some of
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methanol will diffuse through the separate membrane to the cathode. Then the methanol
will be directly oxidized with oxygen on catalyst surface of cathode. This will reduce the
performance of fuel cell with lower the efficiency, output current density and voltage.[111]
The current relative low power density of direct methanol fuel cells prevents their
application in directly driving the large vehicle.[112] The last challenge, which is also
critical challenge for commercializing the fuel cell, is the low reaction kinetics of
methanol electrochemical oxidation. The precious metal platinum is required on the both
electrodes as catalyst for methanol fuel cell, which significant increases the total cost of
methanol fuel cell.[106, 113]
For the indirect methanol fuel cell, the methanol was first converted into H2 and
CO2, which was reacted at above 250 °C.[114] Then H2 was fed into fuel cell as methanol
for direct methanol fuel for electricity generation. The schematic process of the indirect
methanol fuel cell was shown in figure 1.10 (b). Here the methanol is used as the dense
hydrogen carrier. It can solve the methanol cross over problem in direct methanol fuel
cell. However, it adds fuel reforming process, which requests the higher temperature than
the operating temperature of fuel cell. This will make the whole system more complicated
and more requirements on heat management. Both direct fuel cell and indirect fuel cell
demand the load platinum catalyst on electrodes. Therefore, cost of catalyst for both types
of methanol fuel is still a big issue.
1.3.2 The catalyst Pt for fuel cell
The thermodynamic potential for methanol oxidation is low, just 0.02 V vs NHE
which is close to hydrogen oxidation, but the reaction rate is very poor, about several
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magnitude orders lower than that of hydrogen oxidation.[99] To construct the methanol
fuel cell, people need to load catalyst Pt on the electrodes to enhance methanol oxidation.
The mechanism for methanol oxidation on Pt catalyst surface, which is anode electrode,
is as shown below:[94]
Pt-CH3OH→Pt-CO+4H++4eH2O+Pt→Pt-OH+H++ePt-CO+Pt-OH→CO2+H++eAlthough Pt is a key catalyst for methanol fuel cell, it is a limited and expensive
noble metal. Therefore scientists have tried to increase the catalyst activity of Pt applied
in fuel cell by reducing the size of Pt nanoparticles to 1 nm,[95] by adjusting facets of Pt
nanoparticles,[96] by improving the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles,[100] by adding additives
to Pt

[101]

or by improving the morphology of catalyst supports to increase their reactive

area.[115, 116] The reasons behind these respective methods are first, because the area of Pt
particle per unit mass is S (m2/g) =6000/ρd; here d is the average diameter of Pt particles
in nm; ρ is Pt density 21.4 g/cm3.[117] Thus the smaller size of Pt nanoparticle results in
the higher ratio of active area/mass. Secondly, catalyst activities of Pt‟s different facets
vary due to different surface energy and surface densities of Pt atoms. Thirdly, scientists
also modify the surface of the catalyst support to increase the dispersion of Pt particles,
which makes full use of the surface of Pt particles. Fourthly, some additives to Pt, such as
Ru or Ni can suspend the poisoning effect of carbon monoxide intermediate during
methanol oxidation and prevent Pt from dissolving during the process. Finally, improving
the morphology of catalyst support to increase their active area can increase the power
density.
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There are three major methods to load Pt nanostructure on the electrodes. The first
procedure is to prepare the Pt nanostructure by reduction method. The reductant for this
method can be NaBH4,[118] ethylene glycol

[119]

or formic acid [120]with the Pt precursor

hexachloroplatinic acid H2PtCl6. This method provides an easy way to deposit Pt and
possibly load its nanostructure on many kinds of support. The disadvantage to this
method is that it is difficult to control the mass, dispersion, and morphology of Pt
deposited on support. Additionally, this method may pollute the surface of Pt
nanoparticles with organic compounds during the reduction process. The second method
for fabricating Pt nanostructure, especially nanoparticles, is to magnetron sputter Pt onto
the catalyst support.[115,

116]

For this method, it is easy to fabricate uniform Pt

nanoparticles and load them on many kinds catalyst of supports. However, it is difficult
to control particle size by manipulating conditions for sputtering Pt. The critical problems
for this method are that it is hard to load Pt particles to specific sizes on catalyst support
and the sputtering process wastes the most mass of Pt. Only surface Pt atoms are
catalytically active and Pt within the volume of the particles is not utilized. Ideally one
can coat a conductive high area support with a monolayer or very thin film of Pt to
increase the mass activity.
The third method for fabricating Pt nanostructrure is electrochemical deposition.[115,
121-126]

The reaction for this electrochemical method follows below:
PtCl62-+2e→PtCl42-+2ClPtCl42-+2e→Pt+4Cl-
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There are several advantages to the electrochemical method for fabricating Pt
nanostructure. First, it is possible to control the Pt mass which is loaded on the substrate
in this process by adjusting time and potentials. Meanwhile, uniform Pt nanostructure is
also likely during electrochemical deposition. An additional advantage is that when we
load Pt catalyst directly on the composite electrode of a fuel cell, part of which may be
nonconductive, the electrochemical method will ensure that all Pt nanostructures are
electrochemically deposited onto only the conductive part of the electrode improving Pt
utilization. There are three kinds of methods for electrochemical deposition of Pt on
support. In the first type, people often electrochemically deposit Pt by cyclic
voltammetry.[115, 121, 127, 128] The second type of electrochemical method is to deposit Pt by
the potential-step method.[122] The third type of electrochemical method is to deposit Pt at
constant potentials.[123-126]
To promote catalyst activity of Pt by improving the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles
on the catalyst support, scientists tried to modify the surface of the carbon support. For
example, Guha et al. treated the carbon support, such as activated carbon, carbon black,
carbon nanofibers and nanotubes with a strong acid mix of HNO3+H2SO4, which will
introduce oxygen atoms on the carbon surface to form the surface oxygen complex or
functional groups such as carboxyl, carbonyl and phenol groups. They found this kind
treatment can be helpful for the dispersion of Pt.[129] Hull et al. proved that –C=O, –C–O–
C–, –COO–, and –C–OH groups grafted on CNT surface are helpful in depositing highly
dispersed Pt nanoparticles. The schematic picture about these functional groups on CNTs
for improving the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles was demonstrated in figure 1.11. They
found the Pt nanoparticles binding to CNTs by functional groups.[100] Meanwhile, Kim et
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al. succeeded on loading the high dispersion of Pt nanoparticles on CNTs, the surface of
which are modified by thiol groups. They found the thiol groups on the CNT surface are
helpful for the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles.[118] There are also some other methods to
modify the surface of carbon, such as by plasma or ozone treatment

[130]

or by a solution

of hydrogen peroxide. [131]
Recently a general class of CNT surface chemistry based on diazonium salt
decomposition has been developed[132]. In this chemistry the diazonium group
decomposes to form stable N2 and a highly reactive carbon cation radical that reacts with
graphite. The schematic picture about the reaction for surface modification of CNTs is
shown in Figure 1.12. This reaction can be controllably activated by electrochemistry at
an electrode surface [133] for precise thickness and uniform control. The chemistry of the
diazonium group can also be tailored [64, 133] to favor uniform metal ion coordination. We
hypothesize that this will allow uniform nm-thick Pt electrodeposition on CNTs.
During the methanol oxidation process with Pt catalyst in fuel cell, the Pt catalyst
is easily poisoned by intermediate products, such as CO, or corroded into solution. Thus
extensive research work focused on suspending the CO poison effect by adding Ru to Pt
nanoparticles.[132, 134, 135] The reasons Ru can suspend the CO poison effect are still under
debate. One of reason was proposed to be the ligand effect, which claimed that the
addition of Ru to Pt nanoparticles would weaken the Pt-CO bond and thus enhance CO
oxidation.[136,

137]

Another reason for this could be the negative shift of oxidation

potentials for CO during the reaction at the presence of Ru, which was demonstrated by
Yang et al.. The CO stripping voltammogram process in methanol solution was
performed on the Pt and Pt/Ru thin film with in situ surface enhanced Raman
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spectroscopy. During the CO stripping voltammogram process on Pt and Pt/Ru film, the
oxidation potentials of CO shifted to more negative with increasing the amount of Ru in
Pt film.[101]
Besides using Ru as an additive, Park et al. also tried to use Au as an additive to
improve Pt catalyst activity in methanol oxidation. The mass activity of Pt in Pt/Au
nanoparticles is better than that of the Pt nanoparticle due to the Pt‟s higher ratio of
reaction surface/mass in Pt/Au nanoparticles. However, accounting for the total metal
mass, Pt/Au nanoparticles had less mass activity than that of the pure Pt nanoparticles
because Au strengthened Pt-CO bonding.[138] Furthermore, Radoslav Adzic reported that
the gold additive can prevented Pt from dissolving in cathode for fuel cell.[139] The Pt
modified with Au could maintain the same activity and surface area after 30,000 cycles
of potential cycling between 0.6 and 1.1 volts under the conditions of O2 reduction
reaction. Comparing with this, there were sizable losses of the pure Pt catalyst under the
same conditions.
However, both Au and Ru are expensive metals. Thus it is not prudent to reduce the
cost of methanol fuel cell by using the Au and Ru as additive for the Pt catalyst.
Furthermore, the Ru additive always switched the methanol oxidation potentials to more
negative value, which would reduce the output energy efficiency of fuel cell.
Technologists prefer inexpensive metals as the additives to Pt catalyst in fuel cell. In
polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell, Stamenkovic et al. discovered that nickel could
be used as an additive to Pt catalyst to significantly improve its catalyst activity for
splitting oxygen in fuel cells. The improvement was up to 90 times higher than that of the
pure Pt catalysts. The mechanism for this is that the additive nickel can help Pt to release
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the hydroxides, which prevent oxygen from reaching the catalyst.[140] Meanwhile the
nickel can also be used as additive to Pt/Ru/Carbon system to improve its catalyst activity
for methanol oxidation. However, there is a critical problem for nickel to be used as
additive for the Pt catalyst in fuel cell applications, as it is not stable and easily dissolves
during the process of methanol oxidation.[141] Therefore, scientists are still working on
improving the Pt catalyst activity by searching new additive, improving its surface
morphology etc.
The last strategy for promoting the Pt mass activity for fuel cell is to improve the
surface morphology and conductivity of catalyst support.[142,

143]

For example, the

graphitic carbon has been used as catalyst support for Pt nanoparticles to improve its
catalyst activity by H. Tang et al..[127] The extensive research works has focused on the
CNTs as the Pt catalyst support for fuel cell due to the advantages of high surface area,
relative stability and high conductivity comparing with other carbon support.[127, 142-146]
Scientists have worked on improving the CNTs support further for the Pt catalyst. The
Pt/Ru nanoparticles were sputtered on CNTs grown directly on carbon cloth of methanol
oxidation by Wang et al..[134] Recently, aligned CNTs array has been used as catalyst
support, which has a higher active area than the random CNTs in polymer composite. [116,
142]

1.3.3 The monolayer deposition by underpotential method
Because of their unique electronic, chemical and catalytic properties, which are
quite different from bulk materials, metal monolayers have attracted intensive research
attention.[147-151] The most of metal monolayers were deposited by underpotential method
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or replacement method. For the underpontential deposition, the metal monolayers were
electrochemical deposited on foreign metal substrate at the potential which is much less
negative than equilibrium potential for depositing the bulk metal under same conditions.
The mechanism is that the strong binding between the metal ion adsorbate and the metal
substrate favor the deposition of the metal monolayers rather than metal particles.[152-154]
Therefore the adsorption and electrochemical deposition of metal atoms adsorbate on the
foreign metal substrate, which are polycrystalline and single-crystal electrodes, have been
extensively investigated. Most of the metal substrate for the under potential deposition
are Au/Ag/Pt/Cu.[155-157] The potential difference for depositing monolayer versus bulk
films the substrate is related to difference of the work functions of the deposit and
substrate, which would result in partial charge of the monolayer deposited on
substrate.[155]
The metal monolayers deposited by underpotentials have various applications.
One of the most attractive application is the development of monolayer catalyst, which
are precious metal like Pt,[158-161] on foreign metal substrates like Au or Ru. When the
morphology of the precious catalyst is monolayer, the geometry ideally renders all
catalyst atoms active. This offers a promising strategy to improve mass activity of
precious catalyst to maximum in theory and thus reduce the cost of renewable energy.
For example, the mass activity of Pt monolayer coated on porous gold can reach the
record high 2600 A/g, which is much higher than the mass activity of Pt nanoparticles
170 A/g.[142] The schematic process of Pt monolayer deposited by porous Au is shown in
figure 1.13. The Cu monolayer was first electrodeposited on porous Au by under
potential method. Then the Pt monolayer was deposited on Au by redox reaction
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replacement of the Cu monolayer.[162] However, most of metal substrates for the catalyst
like Au/Ru are still expensive. Therefore, coating the precious catalyst monolayer like Pt
on cheap, conductive and stable catalyst support is a promising direction for reduce the
catalyst cost for the renewable energy like fuel cell.
1.4 Catalytic conversion for water splitting
Solar energy is the very promising alternative and renewable energy, which is
clean to environment and abundant on the Earth. The solar energy from one hour of
sunshine on the Earth is enough to support demand of human society for whole year.[4] It
seems the perfect solution for the conflict between energy demand and environmental
protection of human society, which can also assist human to overcome the challenge on
the limit of fossil fuel reserve. However, solar radiation varies with season, latitude,
orientation and intermittency of day/night cycles. Industry and consumers request a
constant and stable power supply. Thus storage of solar energy with a convenient and low
cost system is critical for large scale application of solar energy. For storing solar energy,
water electrolysis can split water directly into hydrogen and oxygen fuels but requires the
proper catalyst system. The schematic process about storage of solar energy by
converting the solar energy to fuel of hydrogen and oxygen is shown in figure 1.14.
When electrical energy is required, the hydrogen and oxygen are consumed in a fuel cell
to generate electricity. During the storage process of solar energy, not only hydrogen can
be produced by water splitting (H2O  ½O2 + H2, G°=237.1 kJ) but also hydrocarbons
can be generated by CO2 reduction with water (H2O + ½CO2  O2 + ½CH4, G°=409.0
kJ). In both processes, catalytic water oxidation constitutes a key half reaction. This is
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also the basic and fundamental step for the nature photosynthesis in plant, which store the
solar energy by converting water and carbon dioxide to oxygen and carbohydrates. For
the water oxidization, it requires to remove four electrons and four protons from two
water molecules with concomitant formation of an O-O bond in this half reaction (2H2O
 O2 + 4H+ + 4e-), which cause a major challenge of artificial water oxidization for
several decades.[163-165] If only one electron has been removed during the process, the
reaction will only generate the hydroxyl radical, which is slow process (H2O  •OH+ H+
+ e-).
To overcome this challenge, the natural water oxidation happens in green plants
with assistance of oxygen evolving enhancer protein. The protein assists the strong
oxidants which are generated by light to steal the electrons from water and assist the
water splitting.[166] Scientists are always like to learn from the nature and imitate its
behavior. Therefore, the synthetic catalysts, which are activated by electrochemical
energy or strong oxidants, have been developed for artificial water splitting. The first
well known synthetic catalyst for water splitting was the Ru complex blue dimer. It was
assist homogeneous water oxidization by proton-coupled-electron transfer, which can
avoid the charge buildup and the high energy intermediates.[167, 168] However same as
oxygen evolving enhancer protein in plant, the blue dimer would be damaged and lost the
catalyst activity during the process of water oxidization.[164,
catalysts like Ir complexes,[97,

98]

167-170]

Then the other

Fe complexes[171] and polyoxometalates have been

developed for the homogeneous water oxidization reaction.[172, 173] However, as shown in
figure 1.14, the heterogeneous water oxidation catalysts are required for artificial
photosynthesis to store the solar energy, where the catalyst can be loaded on matrix and
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thus integrated into electrochemical or photoelectrochemical cells.[174-181]

In this

dissertation, the Ir complex has been electrochemically grafted on buckypaper with direct
binding and indirect binding for heterogeneous water oxidization which is driven by
electrochemical power. The catalyst activity like TOF of Ir complex grafted on CNTs
was evaluated under different binding conditions for the catalyst loaded on the
buckypaper. The stability of Ir complex catalyst during the process of catalytic water
oxidization was tested in this dissertation.
1.5 Goals of the Ph.D. work
In summary, the Ph.D. dissertation is composed of two parts 1) membranes for
electrochemical energy storage and 2) efficient catalysts support coupling for energy
conversion. The first part is focused on the application of novel CNT/polymer membrane
for electrochemical energy storage. The nanoscale bubbles generated by sine potential
have been used as the valve of the pretreated CNT membrane for the electrochemical
energy storage. The second part includes the catalyst Pt, Ir complex catalyst loaded on
CNTs for methanol oxidization in fuel cell and for catalytic water oxidization in solar
energy storage. The thickness of Pt film on CNTs was tuned from 10 nm to monolayer to
improve the mass activity of Pt from 205 A/g to 2711 A/g for the methanol oxidization.
Methods to more efficiently couple molecular catalyst to CNT supports were also
examined. The catalyst activities of the Ir complex coupled to the CNTs by direct pi-bond
linkage was proven to be one magnitude higher than that by carbonimide coupling.
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Figure 1.1 The global population (a) and GDP (b) in last three centuries from 1700 to
2000 (The data adapted from the reference [5])
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Figure 1.2 The history and tendency of global energy demand from 1920 to 2050 (The
figure adapted from reference [10])
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Figure 1.3 The total global CO2 emissions in the last three centuries from 1700 to 2000
(The data adapted from [21])
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Figure 1.4 The percentage of renewable energy in total global energy consumption (The
permission from reference of [27])
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Figure 1.5 Simulated flux of methane across a10 µm thick membrane as a function of the
upstream pressure. The pressure difference maintains at 1.38 bars. (Adapted from the
reference [45])
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Figure 1.6 The simulation results of water density distribution in carbon nanotube (red,
sp2 carbon parameters; blue, modified carbon-water interactions). ( The permission from
reference [39] )
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Figure 1.7 SEM of aligned CNTs and schematic picture of CNT membrane ( The figures
adapted from reference [55])
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Figure 1.8 The schematic process of micro cutting for the CNT membrane fabrication
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Figure 1.9 The schematic pictures for charging and discharging process of
electrochemical flow battery (Adapted from reference of [92] )
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Figure 1.10 Schematic picture and related reactions of direct methanol fuel cell (a) and
indirect methanol fuel cell (b)
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Figure 1.11 The surface modification of CNTs for the improvement on dispersion of Pt
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Figure 1.13 The schematic picture of Pt monolayer coated on porous Au( Reprinted with
the permission from reference [159])
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Figure 1.14 The schematic process about the storage of solar energy by converting the
solar energy to oxygen and hydrogen fuel
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Chapter 2 Nanoscale bubble valves on CNT membranes for chemical energy storage
This chapter is mainly based on the manuscript on writing to Advanced Materials:
Xin Su, Ji Wu and Bruce J Hinds, „Nanoscale bubble valves on CNT membranes for
chemical energy storage‟ on writing to Advanced Materials

2.1 Introduction
Shifting to renewable energy resources such as solar and wind will require
dramatic new approaches in energy storage.[182-184] Chemical energy storage is appealing
due to a very large energy density.[185, 186] However this requires stable electrodes with
low overpotential, fast mass transport, and a valve system to stop diffusion while in the
storage mode.

Carbon nanotube membranes[55] are an exciting platform for energy

storage since the mass transport through CNT cores is a thousand fold faster than pores of
conventional materials, graphite is highly conductive and stable, and CNT surfaces can
be functionalized with catalyst metals or complexes for a low overpotential[40,

42]

Therefore, an effective valve to turn off the membrane during storage time needs to be
developed. The molecular gate keeper, which has been developed for CNTs membrane,
can not completely turn on/off CNTs membrane.[58, 64] But the bubble can be used as a
near idea valve to reach complete on/off. Microscale bubbles have been used as the
valves for micropump in microchannels.[68] Even according to the Laplace equation, the
nanoscale bubbles are hard to maintain stable due to the high pressure inside them ( 140
atm for nanoscale bubbles in diameter of 20 nm).[187] The nanoscale bubbles have been
observed with unexpected stability on hydrophobic surface due to small contact angle.[73-
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75, 188, 189]

It was found that the average pressure in the flat nanoscale bubbles (large

radius of curvature) is only about 1 atm,[73, 75, 189] which is reason for long term stability
of nanoscale bubbles. Furthermore they are prone to form inside of the nanochannels [76]
and the formation and growth of hydrogen nanoscale bubble can be controlled by
electrochemical method.[77] Meanwhile, the nanofluid can be tuned by the bubbles

[78]

.

Thus nanoscale bubbles formed on tips of CNTs of the membrane can be used as the
controllable valve for the membrane. These bubbles can be generated on CNTs
membrane by electrochemical method due to the good conductivity of CNTs.[55, 58, 64]
Therefore, we hypothesize that the CNTs membranes with nanoscale bubbles as valve are
excellent candidates for energy storage. Presented here is a novel electrochemical method
to generate nm-scale bubbles at the tips of CNTs that can temporarily block the
membrane. A 92% blocking efficiency is achieved when the bubbles are stabilized in a
30-60 nm diameter „wells‟ at the tips of CNTs.

This well is formed by the

electrochemical oxidation of the conductive CNTs partially into the polymer matrix of
the membrane.[55] Meanwhile, the nanoscale bubbles can be removed with 0.004 atm
pressure to recover the transport through the CNTs membrane.
2.2 Experimental details and characterization methods
Fabrication of aligned MWCNTs membranes: The fabrication of aligned
MWCNTs membranes were developed from our group‟s former paper.[58] To describe it
briefly, aligned multi-walled CNTs with an average core diameter of ~7 nm and length of
150 µm were prepared via a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) approach using
ferrocene/xylene as the feeding gas.[57] Next, Epon 862 epoxy resin (Miller Stephenson
Chem. Co.), and hardener methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride (MHHPA, Broadview
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Tech. Inc.) were thoroughly mixed using a ThinkyTM Mixer, which was employed to
fabricate epoxy/CNTs composite using a casting method. As-prepared CNTs-Epoxy
composite was then appropriately cured before being cut into CNTs membranes using a
microtome equipped with a glass blade. The typical thickness of as-cut CNTs membrane
is about 5 microns. Finally, the residual epoxy on the tips of CNTs was removed by H2O
plasma oxidation.
Electrochemical pretreatment of MWCNTs membrane: The polymer wells on tips
of MWCNTs were created by electrochemical pretreatment on the CNTs membrane. The
set up for this is shown in Figure 2.1a. This was performed in three-electrode cell using a
potentiostat (PAR Model 263A) with the reference electrode of Ag/AgCl from
Bioanalytical. Pt wire was used as the counter electrode. The electrolyte solution for this
is 0.1 M KCl. The bottom of MWCNTs membrane was coated with ~25 nm gold film by
using sputtering machine (Cressington coating system 308R) to get a good conductivity
between the working electrode and CNTs of the membrane. The plane resistance across
membrane after sputtering gold on it is 5 Ω/sq. In the pretreatment, parts of MWCNTs in
MWCNTs membrane were electrochemically oxidized for 5 h at a potential of 2.5 V vs
Ag/AgCl, in a solution of 0.1 M KCl.
Characterizations of the MWCNTs membranes: The surface morphology of CNTs
membrane with/without electrochemical oxidization was characterized by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-4300) under the operating voltage of 20 kV. The
CNTs membrane was mounted flat on double sided conductive tape for top view. The
absorbance of light through CNTs membrane before/after electrochemical oxidization
was measured by UV-vis spectrophotometer (USB400-ISS-UV-vis Ocean Opticas Inc) to
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figure out the percentage change of CNTs in the membrane during electrochemical
oxidization.
Constant potential for generating big bubbles on MWCNT membrane: The
exeperiment was carried out in the three-electrode cell using a potentiostat ( PAR Model
263A), the MWCNTs membrane as the working electrode, Ag/AgCl from Bioanalytical
as the reference electrode, Pt wire as the counter electrode to demonstrate the hydrogen
reduction. The setup is shown in Figure 2.1b. The contant potential of -1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl
was applied on the MWCNTs membrane. The electrolyte solution is 5 mM
[Ru(bipy)3]2+/0.05 M H2SO4.
Transport measurement of MWCNTs membrane: The mass transport through the
MWCNTs membrane was evaluated by the probe molecular tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II)
[Ru(bipy)3] 2+. The experiment was carried out as described in Figure 2.1b. The feed side
was the solution of 5 mM [Ru(bipy)3]2+/0.05 M H2SO4. And the permeate side was
deionized Water. The concentration of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ transported into permeate side was
measured by UV-vis spectrophotometer. The calibrationtion curve for the linear
relationship between the concerntration of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ and the adsorption intensity of
UV was demonstrated in figure 2.6. The flux rate of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ transported through the
membrane was calculated according to the eqaution J=(Ct-C0)*V/t, here Ct the
concentration of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ in the permeate side at screening time t, C0=0 M the initial
concentration of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ in permeate side, V the volume of deionized water in
permeate side, t the time for screening the membrane.
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Cyclic voltamograms and sine potentials for generating nanoscale bubbles: The
CV measurement was carried out in the three-electrode cell using a potentiostat ( PAR
Model 263A), the MWCNTs membrane as the working electrode, Ag/AgCl from
Bioanalytical as the reference electrode, Pt wire as the counter electrode to demonstrate
the hydrogen reduction. The setup is shown in Figure 2.1b. The electrolyte solution is 5
mM [Ru(bipy)3]2+/0.05 M H2SO4. The sine potentials applied on the MWCNT membrane
for generating nanoscale bubbles were output by EDAQ potentiostat from EDAQ. The
setup, working electrode, reference electrode, counter electrode, and the electrolyte
solution for this were the same as those during the CV measurement.
Control experiments for forming nanoscale bubbles in polymer wells by surface
modification: the pretreated MWCNT membrane with the polymer wells was immersed
in the solution of 0.2 g butyltrichlorosilane (Aldrich Sigma) in 10.9 g hexane (EM
Science) with Ar gas protection for 24 h. After the innerface of polymer wells are
converted to hydrophobicity, the membrane was screened in the set up of Figure 2.1 b to
test the transport of [Ru(bipy)3]2+. Then the parts of MWCNTs in the membrane were
electrochemically oxidized again under the same conditions as before to recover the flux
rate. The schematic picture about the surface modification of the polymer wells is shown
in Figure 2.9.
2.3 Results and discussion
The schematic for creating the polymer wells to stabilize the nanoscale bubbles by
the electrochemical method is shown in Figure 2.2a. To form the polymer wells, parts of
MWCNTs in the MWCNTs membrane were electrochemically oxidized for 5 h at a
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potential of 2.5 V vs Ag/AgCl, in a solution of 0.1 M KCl. The set up is shown in Figure
2.1a. After the electrochemical oxidization, as shown in the optical image of Figure 2.3,
the CNTs become more transparent by the observation. It is obviously that parts of CNTs
are burned away. Meanwhile, according to Figure 2.4, the absorbance of light through the
MWCNTs membrane during UV-vis measurement decreased after electrochemically
oxidizing the parts of MWCNTs in the membrane. This was due to that the parts of
MWCNTs were burned away during the electrochemical oxidization process. According
to the spectrum in visible light part, there were about 27% lengths of CNTs burned away
on average by this process. Furthermore the SEM images of the top view of CNTs
membrane before and after electrochemical oxidization in Figure 2.2 b, c confirmed that
the parts of MWCNTs were burned away. Furthermore there were polymer wells, which
were bigger than MWCNTs inner channels, left in the membrane.
To explore the best potential for generating the nanscale bubbles on MWCNT
membrane, the constant potentials of -1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl was applied on MWCNT
membrane. As shown in Figure 2.5, there were visible big bubbles generated on both side
of membrane after applying the potentials on membrane several minutes as set up of
Figure 2.1 b. However, the flux rate of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ transport through the membrane
under these conditions was enhanced in initial several, which was due to the
electrophoresis of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ . Only when the big bubbles on the membrane continued
to grow up and finally completely cover the whole surface of the membrane, the flux rate
of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ would be blocked. This was demonstrated in Figure 2.7. It is obviously
that it takes too long time to turn off the transport through the membrane by applying the
constant potential to generate the big bubbles on the MWCNT membrane. It would also
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bring the trouble to get rid of the bubble to recover the transport through the MWCNT
membrane. Therefore, cyclic voltamograms (CV) measurement was performed with the
MWCNTs membrane as the working electrode to figure out the best potential model for
the nanoscale bubbles generated on tips of MWCNTs membrane. The setup for the CV
was the same for the constant potentials shown in Figure 2.1b, which was also the same
as that for testing the blocking efficiencies of nanoscale bubbles generated under different
potential model. The potentials range of CV is from -0.8 V to +0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl. From
the CV curve in Figure 2.8, there is hydrogen reduction happened during the range from 0.8 V to -0.2 V. This indicated that the hydrogen bubbles were generated at similar
negative range of the potential when it was applied on the membrane using same set up.
In order to prevent the bubbles from growing up, the sine potential with similar potential
range from -0.8 V to +0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl has been used to generate nanoscale bubbles on
membrane. This could turn on/off the membrane in quick response time.
Firstly, the blocking efficiencies of nanoscale bubbles, which were generated by
applying the sine potentials on the CNTs membrane with/without electrochemical
pretreatment, were measured with set up shown in Figure 2.1b.

From Table 2.1,

nanoscale bubbles generated by sine potentials on MWCNTs membrane without any
pretreatment cannot effectively block the transport through the membrane. The blocking
efficiency is only 21%. However, after electrochemically oxidizing the parts of the
MWCNTs in the membrane to form polymer wells, the nanoscale bubbles generated by
sine potential can block the 92% of mass transport through the membrane. It is obvious
that the polymer wells, which are formed at CNTs tips by electrochemical pretreatment,
can help to stabilize the nanoscale bubbles. Thus it can enhance the blocking efficiency
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greatly.

Meanwhile, the base line of sine potentials applied on pretreated CNTs

membranes were switched from 0 V to +0.4 V and -0.4 V to investigate which part of
sine potentials is responsible for the blocking efficiency. From Table 2.1, when base line
of sine potential is at +0.4 V and thus the whole sine potential in the range from 0 V to
+0.8 V are positive, blocking efficiency is 0%. However, when the base line of sine
potentials is at 0 V or -0.4 V, the blocking efficiencies under both conditions are similar
and about 90%. Therefore, only the negative part of the sine potential is responsible for
generating nanoscale hydrogen bubbles to block the transport through the membrane.
This is consistent with the CV curve obtained under the same set up that the part of
negative potential during CV can generate the hydrogen bubbles. Meanwhile, from the
control experiments, after converting the inner face polymer wells in pretreated
membrane to be very hydrophobic with surface modification of butyltrichlorosilane, the
flux rate through the membrane was also completely block. By converting the inner face
of polymer wells to be hydrophilic with electrochemical oxidization of the parts of
MWCNTs again, the flux rate through the MWCNT membrane can be recovered.
In order to figure out the best time for generating enough gas to block the
transport through the CNTs membrane, the relationships between blocking efficiencies of
nanoscale bubbles and the times for generating the bubbles were tested and shown in
Figure 2.10. The blocking efficiency would increase with the time and reach the
saturation after 10 minutes. Meanwhile according to the calculation, the total volume of
polymer wells in the membrane is 4.6 E-06 cm3. The total volume of gas generated by
78.8 uA, which is average current of sine potentials applied on the CNTs membrane, is
9.120 E-06 cm3 per second. Saturated solubility of H2 in water is 0.017 cm3 per cm3. The
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diffusion coefficient of H2 at room temperature is 5.0 E-5 cm2/s. Flux rate of hydrogen
when hydrogen is saturated in polymer wells, JH2=A*D*ΔC/l= 9.115 E-06 cm3/s (here A
the porosity area of the membrane, D the diffusion coefficient, l the depth of polymer
wells, assuming 1.3 µm in average).

Therefore, the time used to make hydrogen

saturated in water will be less than 1s. But the time need to generate the enough gas to fill
the whole polymer wells with diffusion of hydrogen is 919 s. The exact polymer wells
depth would determine the time for completely block the transport through CNTs
membrane.
Furthermore, in order to test the on/off properties of nanoscale bubbles valve,
after the transport of MWCNTs membrane was blocked by nanoscale bubbles generated
by the sine potential, the pressure difference of 0.004 atm was applied on the feed side of
set up. The results are shown in Table 2.2. The most of nanoscale bubbles can be
removed by the small pressure difference to almost completely recover original transport
through the CNTs membrane.
2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, nanoscale bubbles can be formed on CNTs to block flow through
CNTs membrane to act as valves. The polymer wells formed by electrochemical
pretreatment in CTNs membrane are helpful to stabilize the nanoscale bubble generated
on CNTs‟ tips of the membrane and thus greatly enhance the blocking efficiency of
transport through the membrane. Sine potentials were needed to generate stable nanoscale
bubble for blocking the transport through CNTs membrane and the negative parts of the
sine potentials are responsible for generating nanoscale bubbles. The nanoscale bubbles
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formed in the polymer wells, at tips of CNTs, can be removed using a 0.004 atom
pressure. Therefore nanoscale bubbles can be used as valve for the CNTs membrane. The
CNTs membrane with nanoscale bubbles as valves have great potentials for application in
the energy storage of solar and wind power.
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Figure 2.1 The schematic of the setup (a) for the electrochemical oxidation of MWCNTs
to produce polymer wells and (b) testing approach for demonstrating nanoscale bubble
blocking the diffusion through CNTs membrane
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Figure 2.2 The mechanism about the nanoscale bubbles blocking the transport through
MWCNTs membrane. (b), (c) the SEM top view images of the MWCNTs membrane
before and after electrochemical oxidization
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Figure 2.3 Optical images of MWCNTs membrane with and without electrochemical
oxidization
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Figure 2.4 The UV-vis spectra of the MWCNTs membrane before and after
electrochemical oxidization with the air as the reference
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800

Figure 2.5 Optical images of the big bubbles generated on the MWCNT membrane at
constant potential of -1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl
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Figure 2.6 The calibration curve for the relationship between the concentration of
[Ru(bipy)3]2+ and the absorbance of the UV
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Figure 2.7 The relationship between the total amounts of [Ru(bipy)3]2+ transported
through membrane and screening time, when the constant potential (-1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl)
is applied on the membrane.
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Figure 2.8 Cyclic voltammogram of the MWCNTs membrane in a solution of 0.05 M
H2SO4/5 mM [Ru(bipy)3]2+, at a scan rate of 100 mv/s and with set up shown in figure
2.1b
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Table 2.1 A series of blocking efficiencies of nanoscale bubbles generated by the
different potentials on a MWCNTs membrane, which is pretreated by electrochemical
oxidization (5 mM [Ru(bipy)3]2+/0.05 M H2SO4 in feed side; deionized water in permeate
side).
Membrane conditions

Potentials applied on membrane

Blocking efficiency

Bare membrane

Sine potentials: potentials -0.8 v to +0.8 v; 21%
frequency: 200 Hz, 10 minutes

1stPretreated Membrane

0

1stPretreated Membrane

Sine potentials: potentials -0.8 v to +0.8 v; 92%
frequency: 200 Hz, 10 minutes

2nd Pretreated Membrane

Sine potentials: potentials 0 v to +0.8 v; 0%
frequency: 200 Hz, 10 minutes

2nd Pretreated Membrane

Sine potentials: potentials -0.8 v to +0.8 v; 80%
frequency: 200 Hz, 10 minutes

2nd Pretreated Membrane

Sine potentials: potentials -0.8 v to 0 v; 87%
frequency: 200 Hz, 10 minutes

0%
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Figure 2.9 The schematic picture for the surface modification of polymer wells for the
control experiment
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Figure 2.10 The blocking efficiencies of nanoscale bubbles depend on the time of sine
potential applied on CNTs membrane
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Table 2.2 A series of block efficiencies before/after that nanoscale bubbles on pretreated
MWCNTs membrane, are removed by pressure gradient from bottom to top of membrane.
(5 mM [Ru(bipy)3]2+/0.05 M H2SO4 in feed side; deionized water in permeate side)
Membrane conditions

Potentials applied on membrane

Blocking efficiencies

Pretreated membrane

0

0%

Pretreated membrane

Sine potentials: potentials -0.8v to +0.8v; 84%*
frequency: 200Hz, 10 minutes

Pretreated membrane

Nanoscale bubbles removed by the 0.004 21%*
atm pressure gradient.
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Chapter 3: The MWCNT membrane used for electrochemical energy storage
3.1 Introduction
To overcome the challenge on instability and poor reliability of renewable energy
(wind power, solar energy) for large scale application, energy storage has attracted
intensive research attention. Electrochemical energy storage offers a promising and
convenient strategy for the smart grid of renewable energy with direct conversion
between the electrical energy and chemical energy.[32-34] Many kinds of the
electrochemical energy storage have been developed like lead-acid battery, nickelcadmium battery, sodium-sulfur battery, redox flow battery, lithium ion battery, etc..[79, 80]
They can be applied in the energy storage system for solar energy, emergence power
supply and even the electric vehicles. The membranes/separators are the critical parts for
batteries for converting the chemical energy to electrical energy. For example, for the
redox flow battery, they should prevent the transport of active chemicals but allow the
transport of charge carriers.[83] Extensive research works have focused on modification of
the membrane by preventing the cross contamination/reaction of chemicals in two sides
of the membrane for the battery.[84-87] The membrane for the redox flow battery to store
energy should have the low permeability to the active chemicals, which can minimize the
self discharge rate of the battery, and should have high conductivity for the selected ions,
which can improve the efficiency of energy conversion. Meanwhile, the membrane
should be inert to the active chemicals for longer life performance.[88,

89]

For the

rechargeable flow battery, the membranes/separators are usually requested to allow the
reactive ions during the charge. After the charge process, the membrane should block the
transport of reactive chemicals as redox flow battery.[90, 91] The schematic process of the
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whole system for the rechargeable electrochemical flow battery is shown in figure 1.9.
During the charging process, the active chemicals Cl- was electrochemical oxidized to Cl2,
which was transported to reservoir. After the battery was fully charged, the active
chemical was stored in the reservoir with the valve close. For discharging the battery, the
valve was open and the active chemical was transported to the reactive side to generate
the electrical power.[92]
It was reported that the CNT membrane could be an exciting platform for energy
storage since the mass transport through CNT cores is a thousand fold faster than pores of
conventional materials, which can enhance charge/discharge process for the energy
storage.[58, 60] According to our former chapter, CNT membrane with nanoscale bubble as
valve can be used as an smart membrane for controlling the transport on/off through the
membrane. Meanwhile graphite is highly conductive and stable and CNT surfaces can be
functionalized with catalyst metals or complexes for a low overpotential.[40,

42, 55, 93]

Owing to all the properties mentioned above, the pretreated CNT membrane turns out to
be the ideal membrane for the rechargeable electrochemical flow battery. Thus here it is
reported that the novel pretreated CNT membrane with polymer wells, which have been
coated with gold on the membrane as electrodes, have been applied as the membrane for
the rechargeable electrochemical flow battery to store the electrochemical energy. The
mechanism and phenomena of self discharge rate by storing electrochemical energy with
the neutral molecular and charge ion are presented and discussed with the calculated and
experimental results.
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3.2 Experimental details and characterization methods
Fabrication of aligned MWCNTs membranes:

The fabrication of aligned

MWCNTs membranes was developed according to our group‟s former paper.[58] To
describe it briefly, aligned multi-walled CNTs with an average core diameter of ~7 nm
and length of 150 µm were prepared via a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) approach
using ferrocene/xylene as the feeding gas.[57] Next, Epon 862 epoxy resin (Miller
Stephenson Chem. Co.), and hardener methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride (MHHPA,
Broadview Tech. Inc.) were thoroughly mixed using a ThinkyTM Mixer, which was
employed to fabricate epoxy/CNTs composite using a casting method. As-prepared
CNTs-Epoxy composite was then appropriately cured before being cut into CNTs
membranes using a microtome equipped with a glass blade. The typical thickness of ascut CNTs membrane is about 5 microns. Finally, the residual epoxy on the tips of CNTs
was removed by H2O plasma oxidation.
Electrochemical pretreatment and gold electrodes on MWCNTs membrane: The
polymer wells on tips of MWCNTs were created by electrochemical pretreatment on the
CNTs membrane as we did before. This was performed in three-electrode cell using a
potentiostat (PAR Model 263A) with the reference electrode of Ag/AgCl from
Bioanalytical. Pt wire was used as the counter electrode. The electrolyte solution for this
is 0.1 M KCl. The bottom of MWCNTs membrane was coated with ~25 nm gold film by
using sputtering machine (Cressington coating system 308R) to get a good conductivity
between the working electrode and CNTs of the membrane. In the pretreatment, parts of
MWCNTs in MWCNTs membrane were electrochemically oxidized for 5 h at a potential
of 2.5 V vs Ag/AgCl, in a solution of 0.1 M KCl. After the pretreatment, the gold was
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sputtered on both sides of membrane to form 50 nm gold electrodes, which covered on
the surface of membrane. The schematic structure of the membrane with a series of
pretreatment was shown in figure 3.1.
Characterizations of the MWCNTs membranes: The surface morphology of CNTs
membrane with a series pretreatment was characterized by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-4300) under the operating voltage of 20 kV. The parts of
CNTs membrane were mounted flat on double sided conductive tape for top view of both
sides and the cross-section image of the membrane. The gold particles were electrolessly
deposited into the polymer wells of the membrane after electrochemical pretreatment.
The membrane before/after this was cut into pieces to get the cross section image of the
membrane to demonstrate the structure of the pretreated CNTs membrane. The porosity
of the MWCNTs membrane was evaluated by the probe molecular ruthenium bipyridine
hexahydrate [Ru(bipy)3] 2+ as before.
Charge and discharge process of the membrane: The set up for the charge and
discharge was shown in figure 1. The charge process was carried out in the two
electrodes using EDAQ potentiostat. The feed solution was 5 mM FeCl2, FeCl3 or
K4[Fe(CN)6] and permeat side was 15 µl deionized Water. The gold electrodes coated on
the top of the polymer wells was used as working electrode. The Fe wire was seviced as
the counter electrode. The the output voltage of the membrane after charge was
monitored by multiple voltage meter GDT 292A for the self discharge of the membrane.
The sine potentials was applied on bottom electrodes of the membrane after charge to
generated hydrogen in feed solution to improve the self discharge rate. The setup and the
electrolyte solution for this were the same as two electrodes system as mentioned above.
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3.3 Results and discussion
The schematic mechanisms and processes about the charge and electrochemical
energy storage of the CNT membrane were show in figure 3.1. During the charging
process of the MWCNT membrane, the voltage of +1.2 V was applied on working
electrode coated on top side of membrane. The set up was shown in figure 3.1. When the
feed solution was 5 mM FeCl2, the Cl- ions transported through MWCNT membrane,
which were driven by the electrical field and concentration gradient. Then ions were
electrochemically oxidized to Cl2 at working electrode in the reservoir, where the high
energy chemicals were stored. The volume of deionized water was ~15 µl in permeate
side. According to the equation Cl2+H2O=HCl+HClO, the chlorine Cl2 in reservoir
would react with water. Assuming that the concentration of Cl- is 10 mM in the reservoir,
the Ka and concentrations of the reaction products are shown in table 3.1. It is obvious
that more than 80% Cl2 would react with water and generate HClO. Meanwhile,
according to the Ka for the equation H2O +HClO= H3O ++ClO- in table 3.1, all of HClO
would stay as neutral molecules [190-194]. Therefore, all chemicals stored in reservoir were
neutral HClO and Cl2 under the experimental conditions.
The flux rate can be calculated according to the Fick‟s law of diffusion
(3.1)
where D is diffusion coefficient, ∆C is the concentration difference of molecules between
the reservoir and the feed side, L is the thickness of the membrane and A is porous area
of the membrane. As shown in table 3.2, the initial flux rate of HClO is 2.1
nanomol/h.[195, 196]. Therefore, if the flux rate of HClO could be maintained at initial
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value, the concentration of HClO in permeate side Cox at time t could be calculated by the
following equation 2
(3.2)
where C0 is the initial concentration of HClO, V is the volume in permeate side, t is the
time, and J is initial flux rate of HClO through the membrane. The full battery reaction
equation is HClO+H++Fe=Fe2++Cl-+H2O. Thus the output voltage can be calculated from
Nernst equation

)

(3.3)

where E0-α is the initial potential of the reaction in the battery, z is charge transfer during
the reaction, Cred is the concentration of reducing agents in the reaction, Cox is the
concentration of oxidizing agents in the reaction. When the membrane is full charged, the
time t is equal to 0 and E is equal to 1.2 V. With assumption that the flux rate of HClO
maintained at initial values during the storage process, the relationship between output
voltage E and time t can be obtained by combining equation 2 and 3 for equation 4

(3.4)

The related values for the parameters of the equation 4 were shown in Table 3.3. The
curve of E vs t was shown in figure 3.4 with the corresponding experimental datum.
When the feed solution was 5 mM K4[Fe(CN)6], the Fe(CN)64- ions flowed
through MWCNT membrane during the charging process and under the same conditions.
Then ions were electrochemically oxidized to Fe(CN)63- at working electrode in reservoir,
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which was also stored there. The volume of deionized water was same as before. The
diffusion coefficient and the electrophoretic mobility of Fe(CN)63- was shown in Table
3.2. [197] The total diffusion flux rate of Fe(CN)63- can be calculated by following equation
(3.5)
where µ is electrophoretic mobility, E is electrical field, C is the concentration of the ion
in feed side, L is the thickness of the membrane and A is porous area of the membrane.
The initial total flux rate J was 112 nanomole/h at the inner electrical voltage of 1.2 V. It
would only take 0.67 h to completely deplete the Fe(CN)63- in reservoir, if the flux rate
could maintain at initial value during the process. The full battery reaction equation here
is Fe(CN)63-+e= Fe(CN)64-. With same assumption mentioned above, the output voltage E
vs time t can also be calculated with equation 4. The related parameters were shown in
table 3.3. The curve of E vs t was shown in figure 3.4 with corresponding experimental
datum.
For the corresponding experimental part, first the surface morphology of the CNT
membrane was demonstrated by the SEM images for the bottom and top sides of the
pretreated CNT membrane (figure 3.2 a,b). The gold film coated on the bottom side of
CNT membrane with CNTs sticking out. And the porous polymer wells in the top side of
CNT membrane with gold coated on it. The structure of the CNT membrane after
pretreatment was furthermore confirmed by the SEM images of the cross section of the
CNT membrane (figure 3.2 c, d). They showed that the parts of CNTs were
electrochemically oxidized from top side of the membrane and left the polymer wells in it.
Furthermore, the gold particles were electrolessly deposited into the polymer wells of the
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pretreated CNT membrane. The cross section images of CNT membrane after that (figure
3.2 e, f) confirmed the structure mentioned above.
Then the membrane with a series pretreatment was used to store the
electrochemical energy by charging as set up in figure 3.1. When the feed solution is 5
mM FeCl2, after the membrane was charged by applying +1.2 V on it, the output voltage
by storing HClO/Cl2, which was shown in figure 3.3, can be maintained at initial value
very well. This matched with the prediction from the calculation before. However, when
the feed solution is 5 mM FeCl3 and opposite voltage of -1.2 V was applied on the top
electrodes on the membrane to charge the membrane by reducing Fe3+ to Fe2+ and storing
Fe2+ ions in top of membrane, the self discharge rat by storing Fe2+ turned out to drop
very quickly at initial. This was due to the quick diffusion of Fe2+ under the inner
electrical field across the membrane. After the depletion of Fe2+ in reservoir, HClO/Cl2
generated at counter electrode in feed solution during the charging process let the output
voltage maintain at -0.6 V.
Meanwhile, it was shown in figure 3.4 that the self discharge rate of the
membrane by storing Fe(CN)63- was poor, when charging conditions for storing
Fe(CN)63- are the same as that for HClO/Cl2. This matched the predication by calculation
mentioned before. As we calculated before, this is because that HClO/Cl2 is neutral gas
and the Fe(CN)63- are the ions with charge. During the process of self discharge, due to
the inner electrical field across the membrane, the diffusion rate of the charge ions should
be much faster than that of neutral molecular HClO/Cl2. From figure 3.4, the self
discharge rate by storing Fe(CN)63- is much more poor than that by storing the HClO/Cl2.
These experimental results matched very well with the calculated results.
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Meanwhile, during the charging process for storing the HClO/Cl2, the total charge
of during the process is 275*10-6 C, which was calculated based on the I-t curve in figure
3.5. Assuming that coulombic efficiency for the charging was 100%, the total amount of
Cl2 generated in reservoir could reach 8.6*10-8 mol. The total volume of the deionized
water in reservoir was 15 µl. Finally, if there was no reaction between the Cl2 and H2O,
the concentration of Cl2 in reservoir after charge is about 6 mM. This value is close to 5
mM that we used for the calculation to predict the output voltage mentioned above.
To improve the self discharge rate of the flow battery with CNT membrane
further, the sine potential from -0.8 V to +0.8 V was applied on bottom side of the CNT
membrane and in feed solution of 5 mM FeCl2 to generated bubble. The self discharge
rate of the membrane under diffusion conditions with/without nanoscale bubbles as
shown in figure 3.6. The self discharge rate can be slightly improved after nanoscale
bubbles generated on the bottom of membrane.
3.4 Conclusion
The electrochemical pretreatment can create the asymmetrical CNT membrane
with polymer wells in one side and CNTs protruding from the other side. The pretreated
CNT membrane, with both sides having gold electrodes, can be used for the
electrochemical energy storage. The electrochemical energy, which was stored with the
neutral molecules Cl2/HClO, can be maintained much more stable and longer time than
that stored with charge ions Fe(CN)63- /Fe3+. This is due to the fact that the storage
potential electric field will not accelerate neutral molecules and mass transport is limited
by Fickian diffusion through a low porosity membrane. In the case of ions, the electric
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field from stored potential, accelerates ions the electrophoresis based mass transport The
nanoscale bubble can be used as valve to improve the ability of the novel membrane to
store the electrochemical energy with neutral molecular.
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Figure 3.1 The schematic set up and mechanism of MWCNT membrane for the redox
flow battery
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Table 3.1 Ka for reaction equations: Cl2+H2O=HCl+HClO and H2O +HClO= H3O
+
+ClO-and the related concentrations of molecules and ions under the experimental
conditions
Reaction equation

Ka

Cl2

HCl

HClO

Cl2+H2O=H++Cl++HClO

5*10-4 [190, 198]

2 mM

10 mM

10 mM

Reaction equation

Ka

HClO

H3O +

ClO-

H2O +HClO= H3O ++ClO-

3*10-8 [199]

10 mM

10 mM

3*10-5 mM
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Table 3.2 The related diffusion coefficient and the flux rate of HClO and [Fe(CN)6]3transport through the MWCNT membrane
Coefficient

HClO

1.3*10-5 cm2/s [195,

Thickness
of
membrane
5 µm

Concentrati
on in
reservoir
10 mM

Porous area Flux rate
of
membrane
2.3*10-6
2.1*10-9 mol/h
2
cm

5 µm

5 mM

2.3*10-6
cm2

196]

[Fe(C
N)6]3-

6.7*10-6 cm2/s*
9.3*10-4
cm2/Vs**[197]

* Diffusion coefficient, ** Electrophoretic mobility
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112.1*10-9 mol/h

Table 3.3 The related parameters for the Nernst equations for the cell reactions: 1)
HClO+H++Fe=Fe2++Cl-+H2O and 2) Fe(CN)63- +e= Fe(CN)64E0-α

z

V

Cred

C0

J

Reaction 1

1.13 V

2

15 µl

5 mM Fe2+
10 mM Cl-

10 mM
HClO

2.1*10-9
mol/h

Reaction 2

1.2 V

1

15 µl

5 mM
Fe(CN)64-

5 mM
112.1*10-9
Fe(CN)63- mol/h
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Figure 3.2 (a) (b) SEM image of membrane bottom (CNTs sputtered with Au) and top
(porous polymer wells sputtered with Au). The cross section image of CNT membrane
before/after electrolessly depositing Au into polymer wells.
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Figure 3.3 The self discharge rate of the battery by storing HClO/Cl2 (∆) in reservoir and
by storing Fe2+ (□) in the reservoir
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Figure 3.4 The self discharge rate of the battery by storing HClO/Cl2 (∆) in reservoir and
by storing Fe(CN)63-(□) in the reservoir from the calculations and the experiments.
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Figure 3.5 The current vs time during charging process of the CNT membrane at 1.2 V
with the feed solution of 5 mM FeCl2 and deionized water in permeate side.
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Figure 3.6 The self discharge of the flow battery with (□)/without (▲) nanoscale bubble
as valve under the diffusion conditions
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Chapter 4: Catalytic activity of ultrathin Pt films on aligned carbon nanotube
arrays
This chapter is based on the manuscript:
Xin Su, Ji Wu and Bruce J Hinds, „Catalytic Activity of Ultrathin Pt Films on Aligned
Carbon Nanotube Arrays‟, Carbon, 2011, 49, 1145.

4.1 Introduction
Due to increasing energy demands and the possibility of significant methanol
production via biomass conversion, there is active research focused on direct methanol
fuel cells for electricity generation. The theoretical potential for the standard methanol
cell is 1.25 V, which is close that for hydrogen cell. Furthermore the theoretical energy
density of methanol fuel cell can reach 6.1 kWh/kg,[200] which is 10 times higher than that
of Li battery[201] which is a critical factor in the transportation sector. However the
methanol reaction rate is several orders of magnitude lower than that of hydrogen
oxidation on metal electrodes.[99] Methanol fuel cell fabrication thus requires catalytic Pt
loading onto the surfaces of electrodes to have useful methanol oxidation rates. Although
Pt is an efficient catalyst for methanol fuel cells, it can be the most expensive component.
Therefore scientists have been trying to increase the catalytic activity of Pt in fuel cell by
reducing the diameters of Pt nanoparticles to as small as 1 nm [119] for the highest surface
to volume ratio, by adjusting facet orientations of Pt nanocrystals

[96]

to be the most

reactive faces, or by monolayer growth on nanoporous Au.[159] The ideal system is to
have a stable and uniform nm-scale coating of Pt directly on the surface of a high area
conductive electrode that is open to the fast mass transport of flowing liquids.
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Carbon nanofiber and nanotube mats are the strong candidates for catalyst supports,
due to their high surface area, conductivity, and chemical stability.[115, 116, 127] Carbon
nanotube (CNT) arrays in particular, have high specific surface areas due to the small
diameter (10-40 nm) of CNTs and high areal density (~109 /cm2). The chemical inertness
of carbon fibers makes the uniform coatings a challenge since Pt will continue to deposit
onto an initial Pt nucleation site instead of the high energy graphite surface. In electroplating, microns to submicron Pt particles thus result with very poor surface to volume
ratios reducing the catalytic mass activity. A variety of treatments have been explored on
carbon supports to improve Pt catalytic activity by controlling the Pt nanoparticle
dispersion onto carbon fibers/tubes.[100, 129-131] These techniques rely on strong oxidation
of fibers/tubes by plasma and ozone,[130] or hydrogen peroxide[131] and strong oxidizing
acids[100,

129]

with limited success.[100,

129-131, 202, 203]

Recently a general class of CNT

surface chemistry based on diazonium salt decomposition has been developed.[132] This
surface modification can be controllably activated by electrochemistry at an electrode
surface [133] for precise thickness control. The chemistry of the diazonium group can also
be tailored

[64, 133]

to favor uniform metal ion coordination and, we hypothesize, allow

uniform nm-thick Pt electrodeposition on CNTs.
Another difficulty with Pt electrodes in MeOH fuel cells is poisoning of the Pt
surface by CO byproducts. Additives such as Ru,[135, 204] Ni,[140, 141] Au

[139]

have been

used to enhance the activity and stability of catalyst by reduction of CO poisoning.
However the surface additives can be etched over time reducing the electrode stability
and performance. Needed are alternate methods to eliminate CO poisoning that are stable
for indefinite periods of time.
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Here we describe an electrochemical method to produce uniform nm-scale thick Pt
films on a high area array of CNTs. The mass-activity of Pt catalyst is dramatically
improved due to its large surface to volume ratio on CNT supports. A new voltage pulse
method, between the operational voltage 0.7 V and a recovery voltage 0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl),
was found to eliminate the effects of CO poisoning of Pt electrode without the
requirement of potentially unstable additives.
4.2 Experimental details and characterization methods
Materials: Aligned CNTs were grown on quartz slides for 2 h by chemical vapor
deposition method which ferrocene / xylene were used as precursors at 700 ℃ as
previously reported

[57]

. The epoxicure resin and hardener were purchased from Buehler.

The chloroplatinic acid hydrate was from Aldrich. The aryl diazonium salt was
synthesized in the lab according to the references reported by Belanger et al..[205] 5 g of paminobenzoic acid was dissolved in 20 ml of deionized water at 60 ℃ with magnetic stir.
Then 7 ml of concentrated HCl solution was added into it dropwise. The mixture was
then cooled down to -3 ℃ and 15 ml of a cold solution of 3 M sodium nitrite were added
slowly to it. The whole solution was kept at -3 ℃ one hour for complete reaction. Then
the mixture was then filtered. To this, 10 ml of a cold solution of 4.5 M NaBF4 was added
to stabilize the diazonium salt. About 30% of the water was evaporated under low
vacuum.

The concentrated solution was cooled down to -3 ℃ for diazonium salt

crystallization. The salt was finally vacuum filtered and rinsed by cold water and ether.
Preparation of the Pt Deposited on Aligned CNTs: The schematic of the process to
prepare aligned CNT substrates is shown in Figure 4.1. The goal was to stabilize an
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aligned array of CNTs with only the tip region embedded into an epoxy support. At first,
an epoxy film was spun coat on a glass substrate at 5000 rpm. The film thickness of the
epoxy was about 10 μm. Aligned CNTs (40~120 μm in length) grown on quartz slides
were pressed on epoxy film at a weight loading of 25 g/cm2. The sample was then kept in
a vacuum oven at 60 ℃ for 16 hours to cure the epoxy. After the epoxy was completely
cured, the quartz substrate could be easily separated from the CNTs by mechanical
pealing. The aligned CNTs, which were partly embedded in epoxy film coated on glass
slide, were used as the working electrode. The electrochemical deposition of Pt on
aligned CNTs was performed in three-electrode cell using a potentiostat (PAR Model
263A) with the reference electrode of Ag/AgCl from Bioanalytical. Pt wire was used as
the counter electrode. The electrolyte solution for electrochemical depositions were 4.8
mM H2PtCl6/0.1 M HCl/0.3 M NaCl. The solution was purged by Ar gas for 10 minutes
before use.
Surface Modification of CNTs: The surface of CNTs was modified via an
approach of aryl diazonium grafting, which had been known to react covalently with
CNTs and graphite [64, 132, 133]. This was carried out for 40 s, at a potential of -0.6 V
(vs Ag/AgCl) and in the solution of 5 mM aryl diazonium salt (H5C7O2N2BF4)/0.1 M
HCl/0.1 M KCl. Before diazonium grafting, the electrolyte solution was purged by Ar gas
for 20 minutes to remove the oxygen adsorbed on the aligned CNT substrates and in
solution. The theoretical monolayer thickness of this functional group grafted on the
carbon surface was approximately 0.7 nm.
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Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) and Programmed Pulse Potentials: The CV
measurements were carried out in the three-electrode cell using a potentiostat ( PAR
Model 263A) with a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl. The Pt deposited on aligned CNTs
was used as the working electrode and the Pt wire as the counter electrode. The
electrolyte solutions were 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1 M methanol/ 0.5 M H2SO4. All the
solutions were purged by Ar gas for 20 minutes before running CV to remove the
adsorbed gas in solution and the surface of sample.
ICP-OES Analysis: After CV measurement, the sample was rinsed by deionized
water 6 times and then immersed in aqua-regia (concentrated HCl and concentrated
HNO3 with a volume ratio of 3:1) for 24 h to completely dissolve Pt. The concentration
of Pt in the solution was detected by ICP-OES (Varian Vista Pro). For Pt film, the
calibration curve for ICP consisted of five datum points and was linear in the range 0.02
mg/l to 1 mg/l. The detection limit was 0.02 mg/l and the sample concentration was near
0.14 mg/l. Meanwhile, for Pt nanoparticles, the calibration curve for ICP also consisted
of five datum points and was linear in the range 0.1 mg/l to 10 mg/l. The sample
concentration was near 7.05 mg/l.
SEM, EDS and HRTEM: The morphology and composite of the sample were
characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDS) (Hitachi S-4300) under the operating voltage of 20 kV and High Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), EDS (Jeol-2010f) under the operating
voltage of 200 kV. For SEM, portions of the sample were cut and mounted on double
sided conductive tape. The electrodes were conductive and no charging effects were seen.
For HRTEM, the CNT arrays were ultrasonically dispersed by Branson 1510 in deionized
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water for 15 minutes. Several drops of solution were placed on the copper TEM grids
from Electron Microscopy Science and solvent evaporated.
4.3 Results and discussion
The aligned CNT arrays offer significant advantages for fuel cell electrodes since
they are highly conductive and have a high active surface area (785 cm 2 over a nominal 1
cm2 substrate area). Though conductive, the graphitic CNTs are chemically stable and
highly inert to corrosion. The CNTs used range from lengths of 40 μm to 120 μm and
have outer diameters of ~50 nm. The as grown aligned CNT arrays are transferred to an
epoxy polymer film that binds to only the top 10um of CNT tips. The advantages of
transferring CNTs to an adhesive layer[55, 206] is to recycle the relatively expensive quartz
substrates used in the CVD growth and have a flexible and chemically inert polymer act
as the final electrode support. The top view and cross-sectional SEM images of the
aligned CNTs substrates are shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and (b). The conductive CNTs
composing the array cross each other within the epoxy and the open electrode volume
giving a measured in sheet resistance of 100 ohm/ sq. The sheet resistance of aligned
CNTs array decreased to 21 ohm/ sq after uniformly coating with Pt. The sheet resistance
can be reduced further by increasing thickness and approach that required for fuel cell
applications.[207, 208]
The primary hypothesis here is that electrochemical grafting of ligands that can
coordinate metal ions onto CNTs will aid in the uniform electrodeposition of Pt, thereby
increasing Pt mass activity. Graphitic surfaces, such as CNTs, are well known to be
chemically inert and uniform coatings are unfavorable compared to island growth onto
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defects or other nucleation sites. As a control experiment, Pt was first electrodeposited
on the unmodified CNTs

[125]

at a potential of -0.15 V (vs Ag/AgCl) and in a solution of

4.8 mM H2PtCl6/0.1 M HCl/0.3 M NaCl for 1.5 h. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the
morphology of Pt particles deposited on bare aligned CNT substrates is highly
nonuniform with large crystallites and poor surface to volume ratios. The high surface
energies of bare CNTs favor the Pt growth onto existing crystals instead of forming a
uniform Pt coating on CNTs. The HRTEM image of the unmodified CNT, in a region
away from large Pt particles, after electrodeposition, is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). No
uniform coating of Pt is observed on the unmodified CNTs and the deposited Pt is
exclusively within the large particles.

To have a thin (1-2 nm thick) uniform Pt

deposition onto CNTs, the surface of CNTs was modified with functional carboxyl
groups via a diazonium grafting method.[64,

132, 133]

After the surface modification of

CNTs with carboxyl groups, Pt was electrodeposited under the same condition as
described above. The SEM image in Figure 4.3 (c) shows that the surface modification of
the CNTs with the carboxyl groups can prevent the formation of large Pt particles during
the electrochemical deposition. From the corresponding HRTEM and EDS data in Figure
4.3 (d) a uniform Pt coating of ~2 nm is seen on top of a polybenzoic acid film (~2 nm).
EDS spectra in the inset confirms the presence of Pt in the image. ICP analysis of a
solution of Pt dissolved from the CNT array quantifies 6.9 μg Pt that had been deposited
on the aligned CNT array (0.3 cm2 planar sample surface area). Cyclic Voltammogram
(CV) was used to evaluate the catalytic activity of the Pt nano-coatings on CNTs which
were modified with carboxyl groups.

The CV was first performed for hydrogen

reduction in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO4 and at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The CV curve is
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similar to classic curve of Pt nanostructure reported by Wallace et al..[96] Methanol
oxidation by the Pt coated CNTs was then studied by CV with a solution of 1 M
CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. From the current level in Figure 4 (b)
and the mass of Pt measured by ICP, we observe a mass activity for methanol oxidation
above 400 A/g (blue line), which is much higher than that of Pt nanoparticles on bare
CNTs ~20 A/g (red line), due to the ultra-thin and uniform coating on the CNTs having a
much larger surface to volume ratio. This is also a significant improvement compared to
the reports by Liu et al. of 181 A/g.[115] Furthermore, from the insert in Figure 4.4 (b),
the experimental curve of peak currents ratios vs different scan rates from 20 mV/s to
100mv/s

matched

the

calculated

curve

from

Randles–Sevcik

equation:

Ip=2.69×105 AD1/2n3/2v1/2C. This demonstrates that there is no apparent mass-transport
limitation of methanol through the CNTs arrays.
The CV of Figure 4.4 (b) shows a CO oxidation peak at 0.55 V (vs Ag/AgCl) and
a methanol oxidation peak at 0.75 V (vs Ag/AgCl). It is well known that CO generated
during methanol oxidation can poison the Pt catalyst surface [204]. As shown in Figure 4.5
(a), the current density for methanol oxidation on Pt/CNT electrode at 0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl)
dropped quickly due to the CO poisoning. During the course of control experiments, we
found that we can recover the current almost entirely by applying a short voltage pulse at
0 V (vs Ag/AgCl). These pulse potentials at 0V eliminated the effect of CO poisoning
and hence dramatically improved catalyst activity at the operating voltage of 0.7 V. This
new recovery pulse method has significant application in fuel cell operations since
additives such as Ru, which can corrode with time, are not needed. From Figure 4.5 (a),
the current density of the Pt nanostructure under the pulse potentials can be maintained at
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300 A/g for more than 3000 s, which is about 19 times of that under a constant potential
of 0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl). The sequence of operational (0.7 V, 10 s) and recovery (0 V, 110 s) pulses is shown in Figure 4.5 (b). As shown in Figure 4.5 (c), the optimal recovery
time was found to be between 5 and 7 seconds. This would give an overall efficiency of
62% of operating current accounting for lost current production during the recovery time.
The pulse potential method can be used with two or more cells in tandem with
programmed switching. This would result in continual energy output while retaining the
high mass activity of catalyst. Here, the pulse potential appears to remove absorbed CO
very efficiently from the surface of the catalyst during the recovery time and the
mechanism is currently under investigation.
4.4 Conclusion
Development of a high area, conductive and chemically stable catalyst support is
important for fuel cell development. The surface modification of CNTs via diazonium
grafting of a metal coordinating functional groups significantly improved the morphology
of Pt, achieving uniform 2 nm-thick coatings. The thin organic layer does not impede
electrical conductivity and the mass activity of Pt reached 400 A/g, which is a
significance enhancement over other reports of high area carbon electrode supports.[100,
115, 129]

It was also demonstrated that by applying a simple recovery pulse potentials, the

current density of methanol oxidation can be maintained at a value as high as 300 A/g for
3000 s, which is about 19 times of that using a constant potential of 0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl).
This recovery method can eliminate the need for chemically unstable additives to prevent
catalyst poisoning.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the process for preparing the aligned CNT array electrodes
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Figure 4. 2 SEM images of aligned CNT electrodes after epoxy transfer (a) top view; (b)
cross sectional view.
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Figure 4. 3 (a) SEM image of Pt particles electrodeposited on the untreated CNTs; (b)
HRTEM image of CNT away from large Pt particles showing absence of thin Pt layer; (c)
SEM image of Pt electrodeposited onto the CNTs with surface treatment of carboxyl
groups from electrochemical diazonium grafting; (d) HRTEM image of uniform ~2 nm
thick Pt coating on treated CNTs.
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Figure 4.4 (A) Cyclic Voltammogram of Pt nanofilm deposited on CNTs grafted with
carboxyl groups in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO4 and at a scan rate of 100 mV/s; (B) Cyclic
Voltammogram of Pt nanofilm (blue) and Pt nanoparticles (red) on untreated CNTs in a
solution of 1 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 and at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. Insert figure is the
experiment (red) and calculation (blue) showing Randles–Sevcik behavior of peak
currents ratios vs scan rates from 20 mv/s to 100 mv/s.
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Figure4. 5 (A) The steady state current densities of methanol oxidation vs time (i)
applying programmed pulse potential，with a recovery time of t=7 s, (ii) applying
constant potential of 0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl) on the sample; (B) Diagram of programmed
pulse potentials with recovery pulses for Pt catalyst activity; (C) Steady state current
densities of methanol oxidation vs. the recovery time of programmed pulse potentials.
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Chapter 5: Pt monolayer deposition onto carbon nanotube mats with high
electrochemical activity
This chapter is based on the manuscript submitted to Journal of Materials Chemistry:
Xin Su, Xin Zhan and Bruce J Hinds, „Pt monolayer deposition onto carbon nanotube
mats with high electrochemical activity‟ accepted by Journal of Materials Chemistry
5.1 Introduction
There is intensive research focused on methanol fuel cells to meet increasing
renewable energy demands of human society

[209-211]

through biomass conversion. To

have a usable methanol oxidation rate in a fuel cell, catalytic Pt is required as an
electrode material and is the most expensive component.[212, 213] Since only the surface of
the metal is catalytically active, scientists have been trying to increase the mass activity
of Pt in fuel cells by reducing the diameters of Pt nanoparticles to as small as 1nm for the
highest surface to volume ratio [214] or by adjusting facet orientations of Pt nanocrystals to
be the most reactive faces.[96] The goal of this work is to produce the geometry that
ideally renders all Pt atoms catalytically active: a monolayer of Pt over a stable and
conductive high-area electrode. The underpotential deposition of metal monolayer on the
metal substrates such as Au, Pt, Ag have been widely investigated. [152, 215, 216] The highest
reported mass activity of Pt for methanol oxidation was 2600 A/g, which used a Pt
monolayer growth over the surface of nanoporous Au.[159, 162] Though chemically stable,
the catalyst support of porous gold is mechanically brittle and nearly as expensive as the
Pt. Thereby it negated the economic advantages of the monolayer technique. The ideal
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catalyst support system is relatively inexpensive support that is chemically inert,
conductive and has extremely high surface area.[93, 217]
Carbon nanotube mats, often referred to as buckypaper, are the strong candidates
for catalyst supports, due to their high surface area, conductivity, and chemical stability.
[93, 127, 142]

However, the Pt‟s mass activity in the system of Pt/CNTs was relative low due

to the poor dispersion of Pt on CNTs.[100,

129, 142]

The chemical inertness and

hydrophobicity of carbon nanotubes make the Pt coatings a challenge since large particles
grow on the nucleation sites instead of forming a homogenous coating. By
electrochemical surface modification of MWCNTs with carboxylate groups to coordinate
with metal ions, uniform ultrathin Pt films have been grown.[93] Here surface
modification of MWCNTs has been used to coat Pt to the monolayer limit resulting in
unprecedented mass activity. It is known that monolayers of Cu can be deposited by
underpotential method, where the electroplating potential of the surface monolayer is
significantly different than bulk Cu electrodeposition. However the Cu monolayer
precursor requires strong binding between Cu ions and surface of the substrate.[115, 152, 159,
218, 219]

Electrochemical grafting methods can render MWCNTs to be hydrophilic and

offer the strong binding between metal ions and the surface of MWCNTs.[93, 100, 220, 221]
Presented here is a facile way to coat Pt monolayer on MWCNTs with surface
modification by replacing the Cu monolayer precursor. The mass activity of Pt
monolayer coated on MWCNTs can reach 2711 A/g, which is more than 10 times of that
of nm-scale thick Pt films.
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5.2 Experimental details and characterization methods
Materials: MWCNTs were grown on quartz slides for 2 h by chemical vapor
deposition method which ferrocene / xylene were used as precursors at 700 ℃ as
previously reported.[57] The MWCNTs were pretreated by concentrated HCl to remove
accessible Fe before use. The potassium tetrachloroplatinate (II) was from Alfa Aesar and
4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid was purchased from SynQuest.
Preparation of Buckypaper: The 10 mg of MWCNTs were dispersed with a
Branson 1510 ultrasonic horn in 15 ml of ethanol. Then the solution was vacuum filtered
over 1 µm pore (4.7 cm diameter) Teflon filter paper from Sterlitech.
Surface Modification of MWCNTs: The surface of MWCNTs was modified via
electrochemical oxidization of 4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid, which had been
known to react covalently with MWCNTs. This was carried out by Cyclic Voltammetry
(CV) from 0.4 V to 1.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl), in an ethanol solution of 0.1 M LiClO4 / 3 mM
4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid and at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. The buckypaper
was used as working electrodes with a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl and the Pt wire was
serviced as the counter electrode. Before CV, the electrolyte solution was purged by Ar gas

for 20 minutes to remove the oxygen adsorbed in the solution. The solution and counter
electrodes were in 1cm diameter glass tubing with an o-ring seal (1.2 cm diameter) at the
bottom of glass fitting on top of the CNT mat. Hence the active area for electrochemical
experiments is 1.13 cm2
Process of coating Pt monolayer/film on MWCNTs: The schematic of the process
to coat Pt monolayer on MWCNTs was shown in Figure 1. After the MWCNTs‟ surface
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was modified with carboxylic groups, the buckypaper was immersed in the solution of
0.5 mM CuSO4 for 3 h. The electrode deposition was carried out in the three-electrode
cell using a potentiostat (PAR Model 263A) with a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl. The
buckypaper was used as the working electrode and Pt wire was used as the counter
electrode. The electrolyte solution of CuSO4 was purged with Ar gas for 20 minutes
before the deposition to remove the absorbed O2 gas in the solution and the surface of
sample. After Cu monolayer deposition, the buckypaper was immersed immediately into
a solution of 0.01 M HClO4/0.1 mM K2PtCl4 for 5 minutes with Ar gas protection. The
thick Pt film on MWCNTs for comparison was obtained by repeating the Cu monolayer
and Pt replacement cycle 5 times.
Cyclic Voltamograms (CV): The CV measurements were carried out in the threeelectrode cell using a potentiostat (PAR Model 263A) with a reference electrode of
Ag/AgCl. The Pt monolayer/film coated on buckypaper was used as the working
electrode and the Pt wire was serviced as the counter electrode. The electrolyte solutions
were 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1 M methanol/0.5 M H2SO4. All the solutions were purged by Ar
gas for 20 minutes before running CV to remove adsorbed O2 in the solutions and the
surface of the samples.
ICP-AES Analysis: The sample was rinsed by deionized water 6 times and then
immersed in aqua-regia (concentrated HCl and concentrated HNO3 with a volume ratio of
3:1) for 24 h to completely dissolve Pt. The concentration of Pt in the solution was
detected by a Varian Vista Pro Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The calibration curve for ICP consisted of five datum points
and was linear in the range 0.02 mg/l to 1 mg/l .The detection limit was 0.02 mg/l and the
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samples‟ concentrationof Pt monolayer / Pt film were near 0.027 mg/l and 0.044 mg/l
respectively. The volumes of samples for the Pt monolayer and Pt film are 15 ml and 50
ml respectively.
SEM, XPS, TEM, EDS and STEM: The morphology and composite of the
samples were characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi S-4300)
under the operating voltage of 20 kV, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) (Kratos
800) under the operating voltage of 15 kV, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM),
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM) (Jeol-2010f) under the operating voltage of 200 kV. For SEM, portions of the
sample were cut and mounted on double sided conductive tape. The samples were
conductive and no charging effects were seen. For XPS, portions of the sample were cut
and mounted on sample stage with double sided tape. For TEM and STEM, the samples
were ultrasonically dispersed by Branson 1510 in deionized water for 15 minutes.
Several drops of aqueous solution were placed on the copper TEM grids from Electron
Microscopy Science and solvent evaporated.
5.3 Results and discussion
The schematic coating process of Pt monolayer on MWCNTs was illustrated on
figure 5.1. First the MWCNTs of buckypaper were modified with carboxylic groups in
electrochemical grafting process of 4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid in ethanol
solution of 0.1 M LiClO4/3 mM 4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid

[221, 222]

. The

carboxylate functionality is critical to forming uniform films by coordinating Cu ions for
monolayer formation. The fluorinated benzoic acid is another important feature since the
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strong C-F bonds are resistant to further electrochemical grafting and gives a self-limiting
reaction near one monolayer. Thicker polymer deposition using non-fluorinated benzoic
acid adds an undesired insulating layer between MWCNT and Pt monolayer thereby
reducing current density. The functionalized buckypaper was then immersed in 0.5 mM
CuSO4 solution to allow Cu2+ ions to absorb on the MWCNT‟s surface coordinating with
the carboxylate groups. After the absorbed Cu ions were reduced to metallic state to form
Cu monolayer using underpotential method. Finally, the Pt monolayer was coated on
MWCNTs by replacing the Cu monolayer with Pt ions due to the much larger reduction
potential of the Pt.
Shown in figure 5.2 is the CV curve for the electrochemical grafting of 4-amino2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid onto MWCNT buckypaper. The oxidation peak current
for the amine gradually reduced from 3.8 mA to 2.8 mA during 1st to 14th scans and then
from 2.8 mA to 2.5 mA during 14th to17th scans. It was finally stable at 2.5 mA from 17th
to 20th scans. Reduction of current to a stable level indicates a self-limiting surface
reaction with a thin layer of grafted carboxylic functionality.[221, 223] It is inferred that the
relatively inert fluoro benzene prevents further polymerization during the surface
modification.
After the surface modification, metallic Cu was electrochemically plated onto the
MWCNT buckypaper. Linear sweep voltammetry is used to prove that a Cu monolayer is
present due to the large difference in oxidation potential between bulk Cu (~0.02 V vs
Ag/AgCl) and monolayer (0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl). Figure 5.3 shows the linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) curve for Cu stripping for samples with various Cu plating conditions.
A Cu monolayer was successfully deposited onto the surface modified buckypaper at a
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potential of 0 V vs Ag/AgCl, for 480 s and in a solution of 0.5 mM CuSO4. By increasing
the deposition time at 0 V vs Ag/AgCl from 480 s to 2400 s, both oxidation peaks for Cu
monolayer and bulk Cu indicate that the plating is not completely self-limiting and it is
possible to have more than a monolayer if too long a deposition time is used. If the
deposition potential is reduced from 0 V vs Ag/AgCl to -0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl at 480 s bulk
Cu is deposited. As a control experiment, the optimal electroplating conditions were
applied to buckypaper without surface modification. There was no obvious peak during
the LSV curve for Cu oxidation, thus the carboxylic surface modification of CNTs
enables coordinate of Cu ions to MWCNTs‟ surface, which is critical for the Cu
monolayer deposition.
Electron microscopy characterization was employed to demonstrate monolayer
coverage and the exclusion of nanoparticle or thick film growth. First thick (~10 nm)
coating samples were made by repeating the coating process 5 times to demonstrate
uniform coverage and that the microscopy could detect such structures. The coating was
readily seen by both SEM and TEM as seen in figure 5.4a and 5.4b and the EDS spectra
in figure 5.4f confirmed that the film coated on MWCNTs was Pt. In the case of optimal
monolayer coating conditions, the SEM image of figure 5.4c show that there was neither
a thick Pt coating nor isolated Pt nanoparticles. The XPS spectra in figure 5.4g
demonstrated that there was Pt on the MWCNTs after monolayer processing, but not of
sufficient amount to see with the less sensitive EDS method. The circle areas of Hi-res
TEM images figure 5.4d indicates the likely presence of monolayer of Pt with visible of
graphite plane under it, but an inherently non-periodic monolayer is beyond the
resolution of the TEM instrument of about 3 monolayers. The corresponding circle areas
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of STEM image figure 5.4e of the MWCNTs in dark field also is consistent with the
results in bright field TEM. Though below the detection limit, the microscopy is
consistent with a monolayer of Pt since the presence of Pt was easily measured in the
sample by XPS, ICP-AES, and electrochemical activity.
The electrochemical performance of the Pt monolayer was characterized by
Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) peak current levels and then quantifying the amount Pt
present in the sample by ICP-AES to get the mass activity. The CV curve (figure 5.5a) of
a Pt monolayer on MWCNT buckypaper in an acidic solution (0.5 M H2SO4)
demonstrated strong H2 reduction peaks compared to the bare buckypaper thereby
demonstrating the presence of Pt catalyst. Pt is also catalytically active for MeOH fuel
cells. Cyclic Voltammogram (figure 5.5b) of the Pt monolayer coated MWCNT
buckypaper sample was performed in a solution of 1 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 and at a
scan rate of 20 mV/s and shows strong catalytic activity compared to the control sample
with Pt thick film. From the peak current and measure amount of Pt by ICP-AES, the
mass activity of Pt monolayer was able to reach 2711 A/g. This was about 13 times of
that for the ~10 nm Pt film coated on MWCNTs of buckypaper and is slightly higher than
that of Pt monolayer coated on porous gold.[115] It is important to note that from the CV
curve of figure 5.5b, the CO oxidation peak had been significantly reduced. CO
poisoning of pure Pt is a common problem of MeOH fuel cells and is not seen in our case.
This could be due to the unique sample structure with carboxyl functional groups on
MWCNTs surface and Pt monolayer structure. It has been reported that the surface
functional groups and additives can reduce the poison effect of CO during the methanol
oxidations, due to weakening Pt-CO binding.[204, 224]
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Although still considered as an exotic material, CNTs are an extremely high
surface area material that is conductive and chemically inert to corrosion. Even at
relatively high prices that are associated with new materials before scaled up process
development, there is a strong economic argument for their use in fuel cell/catalytic
applications where rare metals are the most expensive part and their price will only
increase with increased demand. In the case of CNTs the raw materials of hydrocarbons
and Fe/Co catalyst are abundant. Pt monolayer activity has been demonstrated on
expensive porous Au electrodes where the surface area of porous gold is in the range
from 8.7 m2/g to 14.2 m2/g.[225] As shown in table 5.1, the surface area of the buckypaper
is 51.9 m2/g from BET test and 54 m2/g from geometric estimation with CNTs‟ diameter
(60 nm) and graphite‟s density (2.1 g/cm3). Thus the surface area density of buckypaper
is about 3 to 6 times higher than that of porous gold. Meanwhile, the MWCNTs in
diameter above 20 nm are presently $5 per gram from commercial company (i.e.Cheap
Tubes Inc), which is similar to what we use in our work. In our case the material cost for
CNTs is 0.38 cents and the Pt cost is 0.002 cents. For the porous Au case, the price of
gold list on market reached was $57.9 per gram at 09/14/2011, which is similar to that of
Pt. Accounting for the same surface area, the buckypaper is only 1/61 price of the porous
gold as catalyst support. Furthermore the buckypaper is highly flexible, mechanically
robust

[226, 227]

and can offer enhanced pressure flow rates through it.[40,

42, 228]

These

superior properties and this new ability to deposit Pt monolayers make it a promising
catalyst support for fuel cells in future.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this report, highly efficient Pt monolayers can be coated on MWCNT mats for
fuel cell and catalytic electrodes.

This is achieved by using CV oxidization of

fluorbenzoic acid to CNT surfaces to have favorable Cu ion coordination that can be
reduced to a Cu monolayer by a under-potential deposition method. This Cu monolayer is
then stoichiometrically exchanged with Pt. The Pt monolayer coated MWCNTs shows
high electrochemical activity. The mass activity of Pt monolayer is 2711 A/g about 13
times higher than that of the ~10 nm thick Pt film coated on MWCNTs. To the best of
our knowledge, Pt monolayer is first time deposited on CNTs, which is much cheaper
than the metal substrate porous Au. Meanwhile the mass activity of Pt monolayer/CNT
electrode has reached the record high value, which is at least 6 times higher than that of
other reported Pt/carbon electrodes

[93, 100, 115]

. In addition to high mass activity and low

cost, the Pt monolayer coated on buckypaper has several advantages such as high surface
area, flexibility, mechanical robust and enhanced pressure flow.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure for Pt monolayer coating
onto MWCNT mats.
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Figure 5.2 Cyclic Voltammograms on buckypaper in the ethanol solution of 0.1 M
LiClO4/ 3 mM 4-amino-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid, the 1st (■), 14th (□ ),17th (●) and
20th scans (○) cycles at the scan rate of 20 mV/s. The reaction equation for surface
modification.
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Figure 5.3 Cu stripping current vs applied potentials. The samples are Cu deposited
MWCNTs with/without surface modification under different conditions( at 0 V 480 s (■),
at 0 V 2400 s (○), at -0.1 V 480 s (∆), background (▲) on MWCNTs with surface
modification, 0 V 480 s on bare MWCNTs (●))
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Figure 5.4 (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of Pt film coated on MWCNTs by
repeating coating, (c) SEM image,(d) TEM image in bright field and (e) STEM image in
dark field of the Pt monolayer coated on MWCNTs, (f) EDS of Pt thick film coated on
MWCNT, (g) XPS of Pt monolayer coated on MWCNTs.
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Figure 5.5 (a) Cyclic Voltammogram of Pt monolayer (■) coated on MWCNTs of
buckypaper/ bare MWCNTs (○) in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO4 and at a scan rate of 100
mV/s; (b) Cyclic Voltammogram of Pt monolayer (■) and film (○) coated on MWCNTs
of buckypaper in a solution of 1 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 and at a scan rate of 20 mV/s
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Table 5.1 The relative parameters between the Pt monolayer coated on MWCNTs and
porous Au
Samples/reference
Monolayer
Pt/MWCNTs
Film Pt/MWCNTs
Monolayer Pt/porous
Au[115]

Surface area density of
the support (m2/g)
51.9 (BET test) and 54
(calculation)
51.9 (BET test) and 54
(calculation)
From 8.7 to 14.2 [225]
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Cost of the
support
$5 per gram

Mass activity (A/g)

$5 per gram

205

$58 per gram

2600

2711

Chapter 6: Electrochemical catalytic water oxidation by buckypaper grafted Ir
complexes
6.1 Introduction
The growing global energy demand, limited fossil fuels reserve and global
warming problem request large-scale production of clean energy from renewable sources
[229]

. The solar energy is an important renewable energy for the demand. Due to the

diurnal and non uniform distribution of solar radiation on the surface of Earth, it is
critical to develop convenient storage of solar energy for its large-scale utilization. The
storage should have relative high efficiency and low cost. The strategy to store solar
energy by converting the harvested solar energy into the form of chemical fuels such as
hydrogen or hydrocarbons has great potential in application. [230]
The hydrogen or hydrocarbons, which are generated to store the solar energy, can
be produced by water splitting (H2O  ½O2 + H2
with water (H2O + ½CO2  O2 + ½CH4

2

reduction

For these two processes,

catalytic water oxidation is a key step. Therefore, a large number of catalysts for
homogeneous water oxidation have been developed based on Ru complexes,[164, 167, 169, 170]
Ir complexes,[97, 98] Fe complexes,[171] and polyoxometalates.[172, 173] Several catalysts for
heterogeneous water oxidation such as cobalt oxide
nanoparticles

[177, 178]

[174-176]

and iridium oxide

were also discovered and integrated into electrochemical or

photoelectrochemical cells.[179-181]

However, activities and stabilities of all of these

known water oxidation catalysts are still relatively poor for the practical application. The
Scientists have tried to develop new catalyst and the loading method for improving the
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catalyst activities.

[231, 232]

Here we reported an Ir complex catalyst, which can be grafted

on buckypaper by direct binding and indirect binding for water splitting by
electrochemical method. The catalyst activity of the Ir catalyst was greatly improved by
the direct binding method.
6.2 Experimental details and characterization methods
Materials: Synthesis Ir catalyst of chloro(η-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)((4‟amino-2,2‟-bipyridine- N,N')iridium(III). A mixture of [Cp*IrCl2]2 (60 mg, 0.075 mmol)
and 4-amino-2,2‟-bipyridine (26 mg, 0.15 mmol) in 5 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF)
was stirred at room temperature under argon for 15 h. Half of the solvent was then
removed by distillation under vacuum. Addition of diethyl ether (20 mL) resulted in the
precipitation of the complex as the chloride salt. The solid was washed with diethyl ether
and hexane to give the product. Yield: 50 mg (64 %). H NMR (CDCl3): 8.92 (d, 1H),
8.32 (d, 1H), 8.25 (d, 1H), 8.17 (t, 1H), 7.75 (m, 1H), 7.51 (s, 1H), 6.86 (m, 1H), 1.68 (s,
15H). MS (ESI): 534.09 m/Z, expected 534.13 m/Z for [M]+. This was done by the
cooperator Dr Xie in University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC).
Synthesis of the catalyst diazonium salt: this was done according to our former
work.[93] 5 mg catalyst was dissolved in 1 ml of deionized water. Then 5 mg of
concentrated HCl solution was added into it drop wise. The mixture was then cooled
down to -3℃ and 0.5 ml of a cold solution of 1 mg sodium nitrite were added slowly to it.
The whole solution was kept at -3℃ one hour for complete reaction. Then the mixture
was then filtered. To this, 0.5 ml of a cold solution of 1 mg NaBF4 was added to stabilize
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the diazonium salt. After getting the solution above, the whole solution was used as
solution for diazonium grafting on buckypaper.
Methods for loading the catalyst: 1. The catalyst loaded by directly binding: This
was carried out were carried out in the three-electrode cell using a potentiostat ( PAR
Model 263A) with a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl. The buckpaper was used as the
working electrode and the Pt wire as the counter electrode. It was performed for 4
minutes, at a potential of -0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl) and in the solution of diazonium salt of Ir
catalyst as prepared above. Before diazonium grafting, the solution was purged by Ar gas
for 20 minutes to remove the oxygen adsorbed on the buckypaper and in solution. 2. The
catalyst loaded by indirectly binding: The surface of catalyst support was first modified
via an approach of aryl diazonium grafting, which had been known to react covalently
with CNTs and graphite.[64, 132, 133] This was carried out in the solution of 5 mM aryl
diazonium salt (H5C7O2N2BF4)/0.1 M HCl/0.1 M KCl under same conditions above.
Before diazonium grafting, the electrolyte solution was purged by Ar gas for 20 minutes
to remove the oxygen adsorbed on the aligned CNT substrates and in solution. After this
surface modification the Ir catalyst was loaded on catalyst support by EDC (1-Ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide) coupling. For the EDC coupling, 10 mg EDC was
dissolved in 1 ml 0.1 M MES buffer solution and then the whole solution was loaded on
the catalyst support for 0.5 h to active the carboxyl functional groups of the support‟s
surface. Then the 5 mg original Ir catalyst was dissolved in the solution, which was
further kept on the catalyst support for overnight to indirectly bind the Ir catalyst on the
support.
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Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) and time test: The CV measurements were carried
out in the three-electrode cell using a potentiostat ( PAR Model 263A) with a reference
electrode of Ag/AgCl. The Ir catalyst grafted buckypaper was used as the working
electrode and the Pt wire as the counter electrode. The electrolyte solutions were pH=5,
I=0.1 M, CH3COOH/CH3COONa. The time test of the sample was carried out in the
same solution and set up with constant potential of 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl.
Oxygen detection: the oxygen was generated when the constant potential of 1.4 V
vs Ag/AgCl was applied on the buckypaper in the buffer solution pH=5, I=0.1 M
CH3COOH/CH3COONa. Before the oxygen generation in solution, the Ar gas purged
the solution 20 minutes to get rid of the oxygen adsorbed on the buckypaper and in
solution. The volume of the solution is 4.3 ml. The concentration of O2 generated in
solution from water splitting was detected by the e-corder oxygen sensor, which was
calibrated by degas and air saturate buffer solutions.
ICP-MS/XPS analysis: Quantity and evidence of catalyst loaded on buckpaper
were determined the ICP-MS and confirmed by XPS. These tests were performed by
cooperator Kathryn E. deKrafft in University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
6.3 Results and discussion
The Ir catalyst was loaded on glassy carbon by direct and indirect binding
respectively. The schematic processes of direct binding and indirect binding for loading
the Ir catalyst on glassy carbon were shown in figure 6.1. For the direct binding, the Ir
catalyst was firstly converted to diazonium salt form according to our former work.[93]
Then the Ir catalyst was loaded on glassy carbon by electrochemical diazonium grafting
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of Ir catalyst diazonium salt. For the indirect binding, the surface of glassy carbon was
modified with carboxyl groups under same conditions above by diazonium grafting of lab
mad benzoic acid diazonium salt. Then the Ir catalyst was loaded on glassy carbon by
EDC coupling the amino groups of catalyst and the carboxyl groups of glassy carbon.
The CV of the glassy carbons, which were grafted Ir catalyst by the direct binding and
the indirect binding, were carried out from 0~1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl in the buffer solution
pH=5, I=0.1 M CH3COOH/CH3COONa to evaluate the catalyst activity under different
binding methods. As shown in figure 6.2, the current peaks of CV for the catalyst loaded
on glassy carbon by direct binding is one magnitude order higher than that for the catalyst
loaded on glassy carbon by indirect binding. The ICP and XPS analysis in figure 6.3
performed by UNC collaborators, demonstrated that the Ir catalyst was loaded on glassy
carbon by direct binding and indirect binding with similar amount (0.25 nanomole). Thus
it is obvious that the electrocatalytic activity of Ir catalyst loaded on glassy carbon by
direct binding is much better than that loaded by indirect binding. This could be due to
more efficient electron transport.
Then the Ir catalyst was loaded on buckypaper by direct binding, which has much
higher active surface area than that of glassy carbon. The current vs time during the
diazonium grafting of Ir complex catalyst on buckypaper was shown in figure 6.4. The
current decreased quickly due to the loading of catalyst on surface of MWCNTs.
Before/after Ir complex was grafted on buckypaper, CV was carried out on the sample
from 0~1.35 V vs Ag/AgCl to demonstrate the catalyst activity of Ir complex. As shown
in figure 6.5, the peak current of CV of buckpaper in the buffer solution pH=5, I=0.1 M
CH3COOH/CH3COONa was significantly increased after loading the catalyst on
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buckypaper. It is obvious that Ir complex grafted onto buckypaper sample has
dramatically improved electrochemical water splitting during the CV. The amount of Ir
complex catalyst grafted on buckypaper with 12 mm in diameter was 2.36*10-9 mol. This
measurement was obtained by ICP-MS, which is performed by UNC collaborator. With
the knowledge of the amount of metal catalyst and the CV peak current at 1.35 V (vs
Ag/AgCl) we could calculate a TOF of 12.1 s-1 under the CV which is over one
magnitude order faster than similar catalytic systems, presumably due to more efficient
electron coupling through the delocalized pi-bond system.
To estimate the current efficiency for generating the O2 by electrochemically
splitting water with Ir catalyst, the constant potential of 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl was applied on
the buckypaper grafted the Ir catalyst in the buffer solution pH=5, I=0.1 M
CH3COOH/CH3COONa to generate the O2. The concentration of O2 generated in
solution from water splitting was detected by the e-corder oxygen sensor. The efficiency
of the current was calculated with the volume of the buffer solution, the concentration of
O2 and the total charge during the O2 generation. The volume of the buffer solution is
4.33 ml. As show in figure 6.6 (b) , the concentration of O2 increased very quickly due to
the generation of O2 and then reach stable after applying the constant potentials for 30 s.
It takes more than 150 s to reach stable value due to the diffusion of O2 from sample
surface to the detecting sensor. The background of the buffer solution in the same set up
without applying the potential on the sample was also measured by the sensor to rule out
the leakage from air or other influence during the test. From curve in figure 6.6 (b), the
concentration of O2 generated by applying 30s constant potential is about 60% of the
saturated value of O2 in water. The whole charge during applying 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl on
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the buckypaper to generate O2 is 0.22 C, which could be calculated from the curve in
figure 6.6 (a). Thus the efficiency of current to generate O2 is 129%, which is slightly
above 1 due to systematic errors during the test. Furthermore, TOF of the catalyst was
calculated under these conditions, which is 7.9 s-1. This is similar to that of the IrO2
colloid film.[233]
However, when the constant potential of 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl was applied on
buckypaper grafted Ir catalyst for 17 h in the buffer solution, large amount of oxygen
bubbles were generated and MWCNTs were visibly etched away during the process. This
process is confirmed in figure 6.7, where shown are the CV on bare buckypaper (□),
buckypaper grafted Ir catalyst (●), and buckypaper grafted Ir catalyst after time test (∆).
The peak current of CV for the sample decreased greatly after 17 h time test, below that
of the initial catalyst free sample. This is because the MWCNTs were etched away during
the oxygen generation, which would reduce the active surface area of the sample.
6.4 Conclusion
The catalyst activity of the Ir catalyst loaded on to the carbon support by direct
binding through delocalized pi-bond is significantly better than that of the catalyst loaded
by indirect binding through carboimide linkage. The TOF of the Ir catalyst to split water
at the constant potential of 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl is 7.9 s-1, which is loaded on buckypaper by
direct binding. However, the most difficult aspect of O2 formation at the anode is highly
oxidative intermediates to oxidize organic ligands of catalyst and carbon support. carbon
support. The oxidation of our support system is seen making application in water splitting
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difficult. However, direct coupling of electro-catalyst through delocalized pi-bond will
have important application in energy conversion in less oxidizing environments.
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Figure 6.1 The schematic processes of direct binding and indirect binding for loading the
Ir catalyst on glassy carbon
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Figure 6.2 the CVs for catalyst activity of the Ir complex catalyst, which is directly
diazonium grafting on buckypaper (▲) and CV of the Ir complex catalyst which is
indirectly binding to buckypaper by EDC coupling (■) in buffer solution pH=5, I=0.1 M
CH3COOH/CH3COONa
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Figure 6.3 XPS full spectra of glassy carbon electrodes loaded with 1 by EDC coupling (a)
and diazonium grafting (b). (This was done by UNC)
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Figure 6.4 Current vs time during electrochemical diazonium grafting the 1st Ir complex
catalyst on buckypaper
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Figure 6.5 The CVs for catalyst activity of the Ir complex catalyst, which is directly
diazonium grafted on buckypaper (▲) and CV of bare buckypaper (□) in buffer solution
pH=5, I=0.1 M CH3COOH/CH3COONa
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Figure 6.6 (a) Current during constant potential electrolysis at 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl in buffer
solution pH=5, I=0.1 M CH3COOH/CH3COONa and (b) the accompanying generation of
O2 detected in solution for 1 loaded onto CNTs by diazonium grafting. The amount of O2
corresponding to 100% saturation is generated at 129% current efficiency, based on
integration of the current up to this point.
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Figure 6.7 The CV of bare CNTs, initial CV of CNTs with grafted Ir complex and the
CV the of CNTs with grafted Ir complex after 17 h time test at 1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl in
buffer solution pH=5, I=0.1 M CH3COOH/CH3COONa.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and future research direction
The Ph.D. dissertation is mainly focused on the energy storage and conversion
using carbon nanotube platforms. For the energy storage, the novel aligned CNT
membrane has been applied in the electrochemical energy storage with nanoscale bubbles
as valve in chapter 2, 3. The main conclusions in this part of the dissertation are points 1
through 3. For the energy conversion, the main conclusions of Pt catalysts for methanol
fuel cell and Ir complex for water splitting are following points 4 through 6.
1. The polymer wells (30-60 nm id) can be created in the one side of aligned
MWCNT membrane by electrochemically oxidizing the parts of conductive MWCNTs at
2.5 V vs Ag/AgCl. These polymer wells are helpful to stabilize nanoscale bubbles
generated on the tips of MWCNTs.
2. The sine potentials applied on MWCNT membrane can generate nm-scale
bubbles at the tips of MWCNTs that can temporarily block the membrane. A 92%
blocking efficiency is achieved when the bubbles are stabilized in a 30-60 nm diameter
„wells‟ at the tips of MWCNTs. Meanwhile, the nanoscale bubbles can be removed with
0.004 atm pressure to recover the transport through the MWCNT membrane.
3. The novel pretreated MWCNT membrane with gold electrodes coated on both
sides has been used for storing the electrochemical energy. The self-discharge rate of the
membrane by storing the neutral molecular HClO is much better than that by storing the
charge ion Fe(CN)63- /Fe3+. A model was developed to account for built in potential to
drive charged species but not neutral species to explain the observed discharge rates. The
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nanoscale bubbles can slightly improve self-discharge rate of the membrane but are not
sufficient for practical applications with charged species.
4. Uniform ultrathin Pt films were electrodeposited onto the aligned MWCNT
array as methanol fuel cell anodes with high-area chemical stability. Electrochemical
treatment of the graphitic MWCNTs‟ surface by diazoniumbenzoic acid allowed for
uniform Pt electroplating. The mass activity of the Pt thin film can reach 400 A/g at a
scan rate of 20 mV/s and in a solution of 1 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4. A programmed
pulse potential at 0V was also seen to nearly eliminate the effects of carbon monoxide
poisoning. The mass activity of Pt for methanol oxidation can be maintained at 300 A/g
for more than 3000 s, which is 19 times of that under a constant potential of 0.7 V (vs
Ag/AgCl).
5. The ideal geometry of a Pt monolayer deposited onto a high surface area
chemically inert substrate (buckypaper) was achieved by replacing a precursor Cu
monolayer coated on CNTs by the underpotential deposition. The electrochemical surface
modification of graphite CNTs by fluorinated benzoic acid was critical to coordinate Cu
ions for monolayer formation. The mass activity of Pt monolayer can be improved to
2711 A/g at the same conditions above. This is about 13 times higher than that of the ~10
nm thick Pt film coated on MWCNTs and is the highest known reported mass activity of
Pt. Besides the high mass activity, the Pt monolayer coated on buckypaper can be used as
excellent catalyst for fuel cells with several other advantages like low cost, high surface
area, flexibility, mechanical robusticity and enhanced pressure flow.
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6. A new strategy has been developed toward electrochemical water oxidation
with Ir complexes catalyst. The catalyst activity of Ir complex grafted on buckypaper by
direct binding is much better than that loaded on buckypaper by indirect binding. The
TOF of the Ir catalyst for water splitting was 7.9 s-1 at the constant potential of 1.4 V vs
Ag/AgCl.
In summary, this dissertation is the first time to turn on/off CNT membranes with
nanoscale bubbles as a valve and applied it in an electrochemical energy storage system.
Meanwhile it is the first time to deposit the uniform Pt film/monolayer on aligned CNT
substrate/buckypaper by electrochemical method. The thickness of the Pt film was tuned
from 10 nm to monolayer to achieve the record value of the Pt mass activity. The catalyst
activity of Ir complex was also evaluated in this dissertation, which was loaded on carbon
support by direct and indirect binding method. It was the first time found that the catalyst
activity of the catalyst loaded by direct pi-bond coupling was much better than that of the
catalyst loaded by indirect binding.
The nanoscale bubbles have been used as valve to turn on/off the transport
through the pretreated CNT membrane in this dissertation. It would be interesting to use
the nanoscale bubbles for pumping the nanofluid in CNTs as the nanopump of CNT
membrane. Surface modification of CNTs by electrochemical method is critical to Pt
film/monolayer coating on them. It not only adjusts the wet ability of CNTs but also
offers the coordinate force between CNTs and ions in the solution. Thus this could offer a
facile way to coat other materials on buckypaper, like titania and silicon, which can be
used for the lithium ion battery and solar cells. For Ir complex catalyst for the
heterogeneous catalytic water oxidization, the direct binding method for loading the
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catalyst can significantly improve its catalyst activity. Unfortunately the carbon support
for Ir complex catalyst was destroyed during catalytic water oxidization process, which
made the sample lose activity and not be of practical use as the anode in water splitting.
However, the discovery about the influence of the ligand binding method on the catalyst
activities can be used for improving the other catalysts‟ activity driven by
electrochemical potential.
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